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from the editor | Cameron Fisher

Music and Funerals

I was sharing with someone the other day about two things the Church of God
does well: music and funerals.
Whether they are vocalists or instrumentalists, sing or play in an ensemble or
go solo, the Church of God has been blessed with talented musicians.
This issue of Engage spotlights music, praise, and the changing trends of
contemporary worship. The authors of these articles represent some of the best
the Church of God has to offer with hundreds of years of combined training and
experience in the field.
Praise and worship is engrained in the DNA of our denomination. Generations
have been raised from infancy to embrace and pursue God through many styles
and genres of music. This is reflected in the talented musicians who have come out
of our movement or who have led us into the presence of God with their skills in
choral leadership.
On March 7, 2011, I was privileged to attend the funeral of Kathy Isaacs, wife
of Rev. Bill Isaacs, state overseer of Ohio. Kathy’s funeral was a celebration of
her life after a 22-month battle with cancer. The service centered on her ministry
in song, climaxed by a video from the early 1990s of her singing a solo with the
North Cleveland Crusader Choir as the present-day choir accompanied her with
the same arrangement—live.
As I left the service, I did so feeling as I usually do after a Church of God
funeral: inspired and upbeat. It was a powerful example of the combination of the
two things the Church of God does well—music and funerals.
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five-star
Churches

PART THREE
OF A SERIES
—Continued from last issue

Helping the
Church Provide
the Highest Level
of Service to God
and His People
n by STAN TOLER
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a Five-star leaDer
Like the five points on a starfish, there are five aspects
of leadership that characterize a five-star church. These five
aspects are the leader’s mind, motivation, method, model,
and mission.
1. The leader’s mind. If one wants to be a five-star leader,
he has to think like a five-star leader. All leaders are listeners and learners. The moment they stop learning, they stop
leading.
2. The leader’s motivation. Every successful leader provides clear, sensory direction in terms of vision. They
motivate with accurate information, clear truth, and good
theology. At some point in a leader’s growth process, he
will come to grips with what he believes, what he teaches,
and what he intends to communicate to a lost world; furthermore, he will not compromise it.
3. The leader’s method. Methodology revolves around
the development of skills which, through the use of clear
communication, helps avoid conflict. In other words, the
leader should look the person in the eye and tell him clearly
where he wants to go— communicating clearly and concisely about the journey. As Paul said, “I show you a more
excellent way”
(1 Corinthians 12:31, NASB). This is not a mindless and
senseless perfectionism; clarity is a prerequisite to excellence.
4. The leader’s model. Jesus Christ, His person and work,
is the One whom pastors project to their congregations as
a model. I tell our church that if you follow Stan Toler, you
will get lost. If you follow Jesus, you will be saved. I am
one frail, fragile human being walking through this earth,
and I need God’s help and guidance every day in order
to succeed spiritually and in the ministry. The only model
I’m going to point to is the One who said, “I am the way,
the truth and the life” (John 14:6). I preach Jesus Christ, and
nothing has changed in 34 years of preaching the gospel of
Jesus Christ. He is still the only Savior of the world today.
I do not compromise on that. He is the only way that a
person can be saved under heaven. There are people who
now say, “Let’s just be benevolent and say all religions are
good.” I humbly beg your pardon and disagree with you.
Jesus is the name like no other. He is the name whereby
men will be saved. He is our model and He is the way to
eternal life.

5. The leader’s mission. The fifth star is crucial. Every
leader needs to watch over his own soul. He should take
care of his soul, and every day start the journey with God.
Each year, I buy a different one of the new translationsand
read the Bible through. I want to be into the Word, because
I find that His words are life, that His words are a light to
my feet. It brings light into the darkness of my life. This is
the beginning point of five-star leadership. The leader’s
mind, motivation, method, model, and mission give a
simple overview of the path the leader must walk.
a culture oF excellence
In creating a culture of excellence, the church needs to
value these three words: exploring, inviting, and celebrating. The first word is exploring. This is the lifelong process
of learning that expands the thought processes in various
areas of knowledge. It becomes a reflection of what the
wise leader is doing with his or her life that others might
model and emulate.
The second word is inviting. There needs to be a lifelong journey of sharing and learning from the experience
of others who have accomplished what the learner is only
envisioning. Pastors take a giant step when they look
beyond their own boundaries to learn from others. Once
this attitude of learning through sharing and receiving is
established, it becomes contagious.
The third word is celebrating. God’s people ought to be
passionate about the whole issue of celebration and serving
the Lord in gladness. This is a lifelong process of learning to
rejoice in all aspects of life and worship.
As James wrote, “Count it all joy” (James 1:2). The
vision should be a church serving God and His people
with excellence. The whole idea of creating a culture
of excellence in friendship, music, worship, leadership,
partnership, fellowship, and stewardship should become
a passion. As a learning and growing organization, one
should never settle for mediocrity.
When leaders understand something about the holiness of God and the holiness of heart, they will not settle
for less than God’s best. This is a test for everyone who
preaches holiness, and it is one of the challenges leaders
face when they strive to do things well.
It is easy for leaders to forget that they are dealing with
imperfect human beings and that they have to be patient
with them and merciful to them. Not everything will go
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as planned—have patience. Not everyone will live holy
and walk in newness of life—be longsuffering. Condemn
sin, but help the individual succeed to the glory of God.
Leaders must understand that humans will fail; nevertheless, they must practice the Golden Rule.

younger ones love teamwork, and teamwork makes the
dream work.

Why Develop Quality Ministry Teams?

Quality ministry teams develop people through participation.
The greatest place to discover potential leaders is with individuals who recently were a guest in the church, but have
become involved in a ministry. Maybe they recently found
the Lord at an altar of prayer or have joined the church, and
to everyone’s surprise, they have great gifts and abilities to
be used for the Lord.

Quality ministry teams will enhance communication effectiveness. When teams are put together and they talk to each
other, they make the church more effective in everything
that it does.
They create broader ownership among those who are participating. My church has quadrupled in income over the
last five years. And most of that can be directly attributed
to the fact that personal involvement at Trinity has also
quadrupled. In our stewardship-month emphasis, I have
reminded people about the importance of being involved
in ministry. All aspects of ministry are represented. On the
last Sunday of January, people were given an opportu-

H

Quality ministry teams encourage meeting effectiveness. The
bottom line asks, Are believers just killing time here, or are
they really doing something for God? That is the constant
challenge!
spring 2011
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On Becoming a Five-Star Church
On the journey toward becoming a five-star church,
Trinity Nazarene has made invaluable course corrections.
The following eleven steps show how important these
changes are, and how they are impacting this church.

We conducted church town hall meetings in order to discuss
important issues related to the growth of the church. We
discussed our essential mission and vision with questions
like: What are our goals? What are our dreams?

nity to sign up. And here’s the kind of pastor I am. I said,
“Folks, we’ve talked about using our talents for the glory
and honor of God. There are sign-up sheets located all
throughout the atrium of our church with people to help
you. And I’ll tell you what I did. Just to get you started,
I thought about some people who ought to be involved
in some ministries, and I’ve slipped out there during the
Sunday-school hour and signed many of you up for various responsibilities in the church.” You won’t believe what
happened. That caused a flood at the tables. People ran to
the table to find out who got signed up.

engage

Quality ministry teams model Christian community in task
meetings. By putting people on ministry-action teams, they
model what Christian community is all about. Also, this
affords another opportunity to be involved in a small group.

Quality ministry teams make it rewarding for all generations
where education and experience make participation a priority.
Younger generations love team building. The older generations are comfortable with committee work, but the

1. Each Sunday evening for four weeks, we conducted church
town hall meetings, instead of the Sunday evening services in
order to discuss important issues related to the growth of the
church. We discussed our essential mission and vision with
questions like: Who are we? Where have we been? What
have been the past successes of our church? What do we
want to accomplish in the future for the glory of God?
What are our goals? What are our dreams? We wrote
down everything people said, catalogued it by subject, and
brought it to the pastors and leaders of the church. This,
for our church, was a time for a new beginning with a new
pastor. But no matter how long you have been at a church,
it is never too late to try this process. People will help you
if you listen to them.
2. The ministry-vision team refined the mission statement
of the church. The mission statement is a document of the
church that does not change much. However, we started
to refine it, and we have continued to take another look at
it each year.

3. A vision statement was written to reflect our plans. The
vision statement is a reflection of our desire to serve God
with excellence as we approach the 65th anniversary of
the church. This statement contains our vision of what the
church will become as we implement the mission of the
church.
4. Core values were determined. These are the guiding
ethical and moral values of the congregation. For example,
these include how we see our relationship to God, to worship, to family life, to people, and to the community. This
is our worldview.
5. The committee system was changed to ministry action
teams. We coined the acronym MAT for Ministry
Action Teams and stopped using the word “committee,” except when a legal issue in the denomination’s
bylaws requires it.
6. A welcome center was installed in the foyer to meet the
needs of our guests. If you have a small church without a
foyer, you might set up a little podium or lectern where
someone stands to meet and greet people and give out
information about the church.
7. A pastor’s welcome class. This is a class to help assimilate new people into the church. At one time, Sunday
school was the front door of the church. There needs to
be a place where new people feel welcome until they get
acquainted. A Sunday school class can meet this important
social need.
8. Every sixty days, the friendship ministry team has a pastor’s brunch following the Sunday worship service. Every new
person who has attended our church in the last 60-day
period is invited to a brunch with the pastoral team.
Wearing name tags to get acquainted, key church leaders act as table hosts. We serve turkey croissants at a cost
of only about $1.50 a person, but the room is decorated
beautifully. Each ministry in the church is highlighted,
and ministry leaders are introduced. As the church grows
larger, this gives us an opportunity to keep it small and our
contact personal.
9. Innovative changes were made in the Sunday school.
Every class took a new name, a new look, a new attitude,
and made new plans to make Sunday school a source of
fellowship. The adult classes were given responsibility for
our ministry to the sick and afflicted, and made to be the
intensive-care program of the church. They are counted
on to hold up the hands of the pastor and staff. With these
changes, our growth demanded that we start a second
Sunday school session. I am unequivocally committed to a

small-group ministry, and the Sunday school class system
is already organized for this responsibility. I was converted
in a Sunday school class, and I know the ability of Sunday
school teachers to influence people. In my opinion, it is still
the best informal leadership organization the church has.
After a period of loss, with this new approach to ministry,
Sunday school is enjoying a renaissance.
10. Lay institute leadership training opportunities were
offered to help equip people for ministry. A few years ago, Jim
Garlow created a LITE and SALT program. LITE stands
for Lay Institute To Equip, and SALT means Strategic
Advanced Leadership Institute. LITE teaches people what
they are called to do and how they are to be sent. SALT
focuses on advanced training that encourages them to discover and use their gifts.
11. The traditional worship service received a face lift. Music
is an example of our changes in worship. Musically, worship became a blended service, incorporating hymns and
praise choruses. It is important to change tired and wornout models of worship. However, if a leader goes into a
church that has been around for awhile and attempts to
change too quickly, he will invite big trouble.
Our ministry would not be well served if we should
completely destroy the worship that people experienced all
those years prior to our coming. Gradual changes should
be made. I’ve seen churches split over this issue. If they
enjoy the red back Church Hymnal, let them sing out of it
every now and then. After all, it’s been around for 50 years.
The reality is that people deserve to have some anchor to
the familiar as they are moved to new worship experiences. I know and love the old hymn, “In the Garden.” But
I wanted to get out of the dew and away from those roses
and pick it up a little bit. So, while I love those old songs,
systematically, over five years, we have changed dramatically in style and in substance. We have added a 15-piece
orchestra with violins, trumpets, saxophones, and percussion; and, we are getting ready to add a bass guitar. But we
have not left the hymns behind as we blend them with new
praise choruses.
These eleven steps are transforming the Trinity
Nazarene Church into a five-star center of the body of
Christ to help us reach the lost, make disciples, and fulfill
the mission and vision of the church in our city. n
Stan Toler is a church leader, motivational speaker and author
of numerous books including The Five Star Church, Re-Think
Your Life, and the Minute Motivator series.
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A New Focus on

Church Music

I
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n by larry L. horrell jr.

t’s Saturday already, and Sunday service is
looming on the horizon. A new worship song for Sunday’s
service would be great, but we can sing one of our favorites
that everyone knows. Sound familiar? Such thoughts
are a weekly reality for many worship leaders and
pastors who, either by choice or out of necessity, lead
their own worship music. While there are exceptions to every
rule, most leaders facing this challenge desire to inject new
music and new life into their church’s music and worship. The
challenges in doing so are often due to a shortage of several
key components: time, resources, and budget. Whether one
is a pastor or volunteer leader, time is always short whenever
music ministry is secondary to other responsibilities.
Finding music resources that are appropriate for each
local congregation’s unique personality and musical ability is
also difficult. Perhaps there is not a more consistent challenge
to implementing new worship music as the lack of money
available for purchasing that great new song! The end result
of these three persistent challenges is often the constant use of
the familiar. In other words, singing a new song to the Lord is
not experienced regularly in many churches, particularly not
in many smaller churches.
Christian Copyright Licensing International, or CCLI,
reports that over 164,000 churches, of the estimated 322,000
in the United States and Canada, obtained or renewed their
Church Copyright License in their most recent fiscal year
(October 2009–September 2010). Of the 164,220 churches
with licenses, 53 percent (or 87,037) have less than 100
people in attendance on Sunday mornings. Also, the most
recent National Congregations Study, conducted by Duke
University, revealed that the average or mean congregation
in the United States consists of 184 people. This number was
calculated by dividing the total number of people, reported
to regularly participate in church life, by the total number of
congregations. However, the congregational size at the midpoint or median of all churches, listed from smallest to largest,
is only 75. To further illustrate the realities of at least half of
North America’s churches, median income stands at $90,000
annually and the median operational budget is $84,246. Also
revealing is the fact that 34.6 percent of all churches function
with volunteer or part-time senior clergy, and nearly half
(47.1 percent) function with two or more part-time paid staff.
Within that percentile, senior clergy accounts for one part-time
person in almost half or 22 percent of the time. Comparative
studies have shown nearly identical results in Canada and the

United States. Thus, it is easy to conclude that at least half of
the United States and Canadian churches face the challenges
of limited budget funds, personnel, and resources.
The United States and Canadian Church of God congregations generally reflect similar statistic comparisons. It is
informative to see that our churches seem to fall within the
general parameters of national trends and statistics. Therefore,
it is not unreasonable to consider that about half, and possibly
more, experience the income, budgetary, and staffing realities
described above. Obviously, such circumstances greatly limit
the possibility of specialized, paid staff for church music, particularly full-time, and place that responsibility in the hands
of volunteer or part-time leadership. Thus, there is a huge
likelihood that a lack of music resources exists, with little time,
personnel, or money available to address the need.
With divisional restructuring instituted after the last
International General Assembly, a new focus, or possibly
better stated, a refocus on church music is ongoing within the
International Offices. The previously existing Department of
Music Ministries now resides organizationally within Music
and Discipleship Resources, an office of the new Division of
Discipleship. Centered on resourcing local churches, Music
Ministries continues nearly 80 years of emphasis on music
ministry, with the principal goals of creating music resources
for the smaller church, encouraging and providing training for
church musicians whenever possible, and also assisting with
placement of music ministry personnel. In light of the statistics
referenced in the preceding paragraphs, an evident need exists
for accessible and affordable music resources for smaller congregations. Mindful of this reality, the International Executive
Committee chose to maintain an emphasis on music ministry
training and music resource creation, while moving forward
with restructuring. Although combined with other responsibilities, the former Department of Music Ministries and
SpiritSound Music continue with renewed focus to resource
music and worship in the local church.
Creation of music for worship was formalized when
Tennessee Music and Printing Company was founded on
October 6, 1931, by the General Assembly; its stated purpose
being “publication of all song books and music supplies for the
church.” This straightforward goal eventually produced the
Department of Music at the Church of God Publishing House
and ultimately resulted in the creation of the Department of
Music Ministries within the International Offices in 1992. The
music resource creation that initially focused on Southern or

Convention Gospel, was later expanded to include choral,
and more recently, praise and worship music in hundreds of
publications, including the following: sixty-seven annual gospel songbooks; two hymnals (first in 1951 the widely beloved
“Church Hymnal”); numerous choral collections and seasonal
musicals; as well as various collections of songs for praise
and worship. Since 1997, Church of God music publications
have been produced and marketed exclusively by the Music
Department under the umbrella trademark of SpiritSound
Music Group, including the original Tennessee Music and
Printing Company. Impacting generations both within our
fellowship and beyond, eight decades of music creation has
produced over 19,000 music copyrights currently owned and
administered by the denomination. Thus, the Church of God
has been and is widely recognized as a musical church!
Music and Discipleship Resources has initiated new efforts
aimed at addressing the needs of local congregations, while
minimizing the impact on precious time and budget dollars.
Recently launched, www.Purelyworship.com is an affordable,
online, resource for new praise and worship music designed
intentionally for churches of every size. For around $150 per
year, either by monthly or annual membership, churches
receive unlimited access to new, never-before published
praise and worship music. New titles will be added monthly,
providing an expanding digital catalog of music that is available instantly by download. Unlimited resources include
three-part lead sheets, demo audio tracks, audio split-tracks,
audio practice tracks, preformatted lyrics for projection, video
content, and more! Subscription information and details are
available on the Web site. A new groundbreaking release by
SpiritSound Music Group titled, “GONE…A Resurrection

Worship Experience,” features songs by Geron Davis, Clint
Brown, and others. Innovative in design and format, this new
worship collection was released simultaneously in digital and
physical product format. Arranged for choir or worship team,
large and small churches alike will find this collection to be
effective as a worship concert, or as a musical framework for
dramatic presentations. In addition, individual songs may be
sung at anytime throughout the year! A tremendous money
saving feature allows churches to digitally purchase the entire
collection or only the individual songs they wish to use at
www.praisecharts.com, SpiritSound Music’s new international
distribution partner. Choral books, CDs, and CD tracks may
be purchased directly from Music and Discipleship Resources.
Music Explosion, the Church of God’s annual music conference, celebrated its twenty-fifth year in 2010. The 2011 edition will
occur this fall with a new regional, multisite structure. By reducing the distance and associated costs to attend, music ministry
training and inspiration will be accessible to more local churches.
Check www.spiritsoundmusic.com for dates and locations.
A new focus on church music is, in reality, a refocusing on
the local church, particularly those lacking specialized, paid
staff for music ministry. Through the newly organized office
of Music and Discipleship Resources, new music and support
is available to pastors, pastors’ wives, music ministers, and
worship leaders to make music ministry in your church easier
and more effective. For answers to questions, recommendations, new music, and assistance, contact Music Ministries toll
free at 1-866-SMG-3875 or at www.spiritsoundmusic.com. n
Larry L. Horrell is coordinator of Music and Discipleship Resources,
Church of God International Offices. E-mail: lhorrell@churchofgod.org.
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God-Honoring

Music

Worshiping in Spirit and Truth

S

n by randy sheeks

pirit-filled churches have long been
known for their music. With all the changes
in the church today, music is still valued
as an important and essential part of most
corporate worship gatherings. Even the term
“praise and worship” commonly refers to the
musical portion of a service, although we know that worship encompasses more than just music.

There are no shortages of discussions and opinions right
now on the topic. Churches often find themselves needing to
consider, define, and even defend the kind of music they use
in worship. Much of this discussion concerns style. However,
in considering musical worship, the more important focus
should be: What is God looking for in our worship? What kind of
musical worship honors God? Does God have standards and qualities for our music?
While God probably does not have a favorite musical
style, the Bible does offer plenty of instruction about the kind
of worship He welcomes. When describing true worship,
Jesus said, “God is spirit, and his worshipers must worship in
spirit and in truth” (John 4:24, NIV). How can the music of the
church lead people to truly worship? These biblical principles
can be a guide:
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God takes worship seriously
Many chapters in the Old Testament describe God’s
requirements and specifications for sacrifices. With elaborate
detail, God outlines the method for offering a worthy sacrifice.
In the first three chapters of Leviticus, this sentence describing
a God-honoring sacrifice appears over and over:
It is a special gift, a pleasing aroma to the Lord.
It is safe to assume that this applies to our musical offerings as well. God is looking for music that is a special gift, a
pleasing aroma.

All worship leaders need to consider any music presented
in worship to be a special gift for Him. Things that are a special
gift are prepared and presented with care and excellence. A
special gift reflects high regard for the character and interests of
the one to receive the gift. With that in mind, worship leaders
should ask themselves the following questions:
• Are the music and lyrics appropriate for a special offering to the Lord?
• Does the lifestyle of the worship team create a pleasing
aroma to the Lord?
• Has the music been adequately prepared?
• Have we given proper attention to all the details of
the worship experience? (attire, sound, video projection of
words/images, lighting, and so forth)
Worship is corporate
When people gather to worship, something unique happens. For example, on the Day of Pentecost, the believers were
all together when God poured out His Spirit. While private
worship is a necessary component of a growing Christian life,
it does not replace corporate worship. John Witvliet, director
of the Calvin Institute of Christian Worship, captures this idea
well: “In public worship, we sing, pray, listen, and receive
God’s gifts together. In worship, a congregation is greater than
the sum of the individuals in the room.”
So, when the church comes together, pastors and worship leaders should readily embrace the corporate nature of
this gathering. Too often, today’s services can seem “stage
driven” while the people in the chairs or pews are left to
watch the “musical worshipers.” Songs selected for the
entire church to sing should indeed be “singable” for the
nonmusician. “Singable” songs have easy-to-grasp melodies and are pitched in suitable keys for everyone. Consider
the following:

• Is the congregation as a whole engaging in worship
through the music?
• Does the repertoire of songs facilitate participation by all?
• Are the people in the congregation represented musically? Is the style helping them engage?
Worship points to God
God-honoring corporate worship paints a picture of the
majesty, character, and attributes of God. Music has a power
to communicate in deep ways. The German poet Heinrich
Heine said, “Where words leave off music begins.” What
better medium to proclaim the greatness of our God? Songs
selected for worship should clearly point people to God
and help them gain a deeper understanding of their God.
Theologian A.W. Tozer challenges us with these words:
What comes in to our minds when we think about God
is the most important thing about us . . . no religion has
ever been greater than its idea of God. Worship is pure or
base as the worshiper entertains high or low thoughts of
God. We tend by a secret law of the soul to move toward
our mental image of God. Always the most revealing
thing about the Church is her idea of God, just as her
most significant message is what she says about him or
leaves unsaid, for her silence is often more eloquent than
her speech.

Music has earned a prominent place in worship for this
very purpose—to put the attributes of God on the lips of the
people. When people are truly open to God, He has a way of
moving that truth from the lips to the soul. Getting God to the
soul of people sounds like a true worship experience!
Worship leaders will want to make sure that the lyrics of
the songs chosen for worship include worthy and accurate
descriptions of God. The song arrangements and presentation
should also emphasize God more than the song or performer.
There should be a conscious effort to get deep truths about God
into the hearts of people. These questions should be helpful in
song selection and presentation:
• What attributes of God does this song celebrate?
• Does the song leave people thinking of God or the performance/mechanics of the music?
• Do the actions on stage draw attention to the leader(s)
or to God?
Worship is transformational
When someone encounters God, they should come away
changed! Isaiah recounts a worship experience that ends with
transformation. He begins Isaiah 6 in one condition, “Woe is
me . . . I am ruined . . . unclean.” After encountering God, he
proclaims, “Here I am. Send me!” Musical worship should
lead people to a place where they embrace transformation. This

should be a goal of the entire worship service. Certainly musical
worship alone does not always adequately facilitate transformation, but the combination of music and the word should do that.
The musical portion of the service prepares the heart of worshipers to receive the Word.
I was once scolded by someone in the congregation of a
church where I served about our increasing creativity with
the arts. She told me, “The Word of God does not need to
be propped up!” I totally agree with her, but sometimes the
hearts and minds of the people need to be pried open. Music
can and should help do this!
Those planning the musical worship portion of the service
can aid the transformational process by viewing the worship
service as a journey. From beginning to end, worship leaders,
guided by the Holy Spirit, should lead people to a new place in
God. They should prayerfully seek God about the direction of
that service and come prepared to take people in that direction.
Musicians and pastors must work closely together to present
a clear path for the worshiper’s journey in each service. These
questions should help:
• Have I sought God about where this service should lead
people?
• Will the music prepare people for the Word?
• Is there a special idea or theme to be emphasized? Am
I prayerfully and skillfully pointing people toward that idea?
• Do our services offer people a chance to both hear from
God and respond?
• Will the music/worship experience remind people of
the covenant they have with Him and challenge them toward
faithfulness?
The Bible offers many more guidelines for worship than
those mentioned here. The bottom line is this: Pastors and
musicians have an awesome responsibility to be faithful to
God’s Word when planning for worship. In the busy schedule
of today’s pastor and worship leader, it is easy to let services
come together based on a church’s worship tradition (“That’s
the way we’ve always done it!”) or depending on God to bail
us out for our lack of preparation. (It will come together . . .
it always does!) The people we lead desperately need a connection with the Almighty. Let’s do all we can to help them
connect with Him! n
Randy Sheeks is assistant professor of church music at Lee University (www.leeuniversity.edu).
Note: Some of the ideas in this article have been inspired by the following books on worship:
• Rory Noland, The Worshiping Artist (Zondervan, 2007).
• Constance Cherry, The Worship Architect (Baker Academic, 2010).
• Greg Scheer, The Art of Worship (Baker Books, 2006).
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creating an
atmosphere
for worship
Hymns or Funny Songs?

a
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n by mark walker

friend of mine recently shared with
me a conversation he had with a woman
in the church where he served as a worship leader. Right before a worship service started she asked him, “Why do we
sing all those funny songs?” 		
Puzzled, he responded, “What do you mean by ‘funny
songs’?”
She said, “You know, those funny songs . . . those songs
that aren’t hymns . . . funny songs.”
Before he could reply, the woman continued by offering
him some worship-leading advice: “Why don’t we sing a
hymn and then one of them funny songs . . . then a hymn and
one of them funny songs . . . then a hymn and one of them
funny songs?”
Completely baffled, my friend simply said, “Thank you.”
He then proceeded to the stage and started the service. I’m not
sure if he opened with a hymn or one of “them funny songs.”
A great challenge pastors face today is leading worship
services that engage all tastes and styles. One size does not
seem to fit all; yet, churches tend to have all shapes and sizes
in a single worship gathering. To counter this, some pastors
design worship services that attract a certain generation or
culture. Other pastors, however, create multicultural/multigenerational worship experiences. More pastors on a given
weekend are also offering multiple worship opportunities
on one campus or across multiple campuses to reach specific
people at specific times.
No doubt, there are many ways to conduct and design
worship services, making it rather challenging to write about
how pastors can effectively lead in worship. Each style has its

own unique nuances. I am by no means an expert; however, I
believe there are a few qualities of pastoral leadership in worship that are necessary regardless of style or approach.
		

Be a Worshiper

Pastors who effectively lead in worship must be worshipers first, meaning they see worship as more than what happens in a church service. They see it as a way of life.
Certainly for pastors to effectively lead in worship, they
must genuinely engage in the worship service experience. If
they are uninterested spectators, then the people will view
worship as an unimportant part of their gatherings and also
become spectators. If pastors treat worship as a necessary evil
needed to kill some time before they speak, then that is how
the people will treat it. If pastors do not demonstrate a sacredness of worship, neither will the people.
Yet beyond this, pastors must see worship as a lifestyle.
They must lead in living worshipful lives. I like the definition of worship—“the expression and outworking of our love
for God”—from the book, Storylines, by Mike Pilavachi and
Andy Croft. It is what Paul was talking about when he wrote,
“Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God’s mercy, to
offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to
God—this is your spiritual act of worship” (Romans 12:1,
NIV). To offer our lives as living sacrifices is to offer the whole
of our lives as worship to God. In essence, devoting the whole
of our lives to glorifying God is the most reasonable and natural response to His devoted love for us.
The worship we express in our worship gatherings is to
be an extension of our daily worshipful lives as described by
Paul in Colossians 3:17: “Whatever you do, whether in word or

deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to
God the Father through him” (NIV). When worship is our life,
leading a worship service becomes natural, dynamic, and real.

Form the Format

From the “worship-as-a-lifestyle” attitude, pastors are
to format the weekend worship experience. They must recognize that worship exceeds just the music portion of the
service and is to be interwoven into each facet. Giving, prayer,
Scripture reading, preaching, teaching, drama, media, altar
ministry, and any other elements incorporated into a service
are all to be carried out as worship.
A common Greek word used for worship in the Scriptures
is proskuneo, which means “to come toward to kiss.” It is the
idea of performing a specific act that expresses one’s devoted
love for another. For instance, kissing is a specific act that married couples share to express their devoted love. Yet, kissing is
just one of many specific acts that they share to express their
love. But each act is for the expressed purpose of demonstrating their loving devotion.
In the same way, each worship service element must be
designed to be an expression of love for God. As pastors lead
the church through each element of the service, they are to
help the people understand that they are expressing their love
for God as they actively engage that element. Pastors should
format each aspect of a worship experience to be part of leading the corporate body in an overall demonstration of their
devotion to God. Each aspect is an act of coming toward God
to kiss Him.
With this in mind, the worship service needs to have
a prayerful, preplanned direction. The direction primarily
begins with pastors spending time in prayer and study to
hear from God. From this time, a particular sermon or sermon
series is birthed. Pastors then meet with the key people who
are responsible for programming and executing the worship
experiences. They share with these key people what they see
God wanting to accomplish in the sermon or series, and as a
team, they begin praying and dialoguing together about what
the respective services can look like to effectively communicate God’s desire through music, Scripture reading, creative
arts, etc.
The prayerful planning process empowers and equips
pastors and their respective worship teams to work together
toward the common goal of leading the church community in
a God-directed worship experience that allows all involved
the best possibility of outwardly expressing their love for God
and corporately experiencing the presence of God in a real
and life-changing way.

Follow the Flow

Within the preplanned format, pastors should also make
room for the Holy Spirit to work spontaneously in the worship gathering. Formatting a service does not mean that the

Spirit is not permitted to operate as He might see fit in the flow
of the service. Although each worship experience has been
prayerfully formatted in accordance with how pastors and
their teams believe God’s Spirit has directed them, the service
format should be flexible to let the Spirit move in specific ways
in any moment of the service format.
Scripture indicates that authentic worship is a response
and invitation to the presence of God. On many occasions,
we read about God’s people responding in worship to God’s
presence. As they responded in worship, God’s presence
drew closer causing them to worship more. Often in these
moments, we see God do the supernatural among His people.
A few examples from the Bible include: Moses and God’s
glory in the Tabernacle (Exodus 33), the dedication of God’s
Temple (2 Chronicles 5-7), when Israel’s enemies threatened
attack (2 Chronicles 20), the first disciples at Pentecost (Acts 2),
and Paul and Silas in prison (Acts 16).
The point is that if pastors and their teams have prayerfully
designed worship experiences that in every phase lead people
in an authentic expression of their love for God (worship), then
pastors must be sensitive to God’s Spirit tangibly manifesting
Himself at times within their services, and in some instances,
alter the format to do something special in the moment. It
could be a quiet time of reflection and meditation, or a joyous
celebratory expression, or a spontaneous altar response, or an
operation of the gifts, or something else that might be different
than pastors anticipated in their preplanned format.
This does not mean that there will be a specific or spontaneous move of the Spirit in every service. Nor are pastors
to manipulate such a move or let so-called “moves of God”
become disorderly free-for-alls. They are to simply be sensitive and open to how the Spirit might be leading in given
moments throughout the worship experience and allow Him
to do so.
With this stated, let me clarify that prayerfully formatted
worship gatherings that do not have a genuine specific/spontaneous move of the Spirit are just as Spirit-filled as those that
do. If the formatting process is done right, it is a Spirit-filled,
Spirit-guided process that in reality better equips the pastor
and the church to be more sensitive to potential spontaneous
moves of the Spirit. One does not replace the other; instead,
they work together to bring forth the greatest and most sincere
expression of love a church has for God.
One size worship gathering does not fit all. But whether
we are more into hymns or one of “them funny songs,” it is
this pastor’s humble opinion that to lead effective worship
experiences, pastors must live worshipful lives, prayerfully
format services that lead people into an authentic expression
of their love for God, and allow orderly moves of God’s Spirit
as He desires. n
spring 2011

Mark L. Walker, Ph.D., is pastor of the Mount Paran-North
Church of God in Marietta, Georgia. Web site: www.mtparan.com.
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n by jonathan Sawyer

etting people involved in worship is
one of the constant struggles of every worship leader. Whether we call our congregational worship time a “worship service,” an
“encounter,” a “worship celebration,” or any other emerging descriptor, we share a common goal—to involve as
many people as possible in offering true worship unto the
Lord. There are several fundamental steps necessary to
engage our people in worship.
In order to involve people in worship, we must create a
worship identity for our church. This identity fosters a truly
spiritual environment so that, regardless of musical tastes
and personal comforts, the worship of God becomes the
desire of each person represented. This means worship for
one church may look completely different from worship
at another, depending on the specific demographics of
each body. Worship leaders and their team members must
prayerfully decide what worship will look and feel like in
their churches, creating an identity of worship that will
hopefully be embodied by every person in the congrega-

tion. In our church on a typical Sunday morning, we have
a kaleidoscope of beautiful, yet very different people present. A monochromatic approach to worship—adopting
only one musical style, simply singing worship “choruses”
instead of incorporating creative choral, instrumental,
multimedia, and dramatic elements, or allowing the worshiper to remain a spectator instead of participant—would
alienate a vast majority of our people who try to enter into
worship. Further, the concept of “Blended Worship” has
become a very popular solution, but it often becomes so
“blended” there is a resultant loss of identity, and every
church desperately needs an identity. We can utilize various forms of worship without becoming so blended that
our people lose the sense of who we are as a church. I
suggest that if a church creates its worship identity, worship will become comfortable for more of the congregants,
even with the introduction of new songs, as well as other
innovations. Suddenly, these won’t be “new songs” or
“another trick the minister of music is trying out,” rather
it will all become “our worship.” Discover your church’s

identity in worship, and start creating experiences in which with the joy of the Lord, and with an attitude that encourpeople from every walk of life will want to engage. Don’t ages others to join in God’s exaltation!
Fourth, in order to involve as many people in worship,
be driven by the latest fad, but remain open-hearted and
consistently explore innovation, while staying true to the we must lead with anointed excellence. Most people do not
want to engage in worship that is not executed with excelcore of your worship identity.
Second, in order to involve people in worship, we must lence. Success in this area may look different for every
be intentional in our efforts. Let this be part of the planning church. Regardless of how many worshipers are present,
process for each service. Keep in mind, planning that is how much talent exists, or how many resources are availthis intentional takes time and effort. Just as people learn able, we must offer our best in worship if we expect others
by different styles (auditory, visual, kinesthetic, etc.), I to do the same. Executing worship services with skillfulness
would suggest that they also worship in many different and proficiency is not sufficient. While giving our best in
ways. Not everyone is a singer, nor even emotionally worship, it must be with reverence and sincerity, encouragengaged by music. Therefore, we must seek to employ ing others to unite in honoring the One who is worthy of our
every possible method of worship to connect with every worship. Every possible resource should be used to make
His praise glorious. However, I have been
potential worshiper. This may be accomRegardless of
in worship settings where sincere people
plished through multimedia elements,
congregational
were trying to experiment with technology
responsive readings, worship dance,
demographics,
or music that was still uncomfortable for
dramatic sketches, and more. Fight the
atmosphere,
them, and it became a distraction rather
temptation to limit yourself and the
people in your church to worshipping
song selection, than an enhancement of worship. This does
not represent excellence. An excellent offersolely through music. The Bible says,
or volume;
“to whom much is given . . . much
if worship is led ing to God would be worship that has been
will be required” (Luke 12:48, NKJV). I passionately and prepared and polished as much as our
human capacity will allow, or else is a grace
have discovered there are people in our
energetically,
gift that is so innate, and such a part of our
churches that are gifted, in more ways
people will
core being, that even in moments of spontathan we can imagine, longing for an
engage and enter
neity, would not be anything less than our
opportunity to offer their God-given talinto worship.
best. Matthew 22:37 instructs us as worshipents in worship. Creativity attracts creativity, and the more you seek to be creative in worship, ers. “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart,
the more creative people will rise up around you. They and all your soul, and all your mind.” This is the crux of the
will not only worship with you, but help you advance matter. Worship is a privilege and a marvelous opportunity
to offer our Creator something that blesses His heart. When
the worship of God in your church as well.
Third, in order to involve as many people in worship, people observe worshipers giving their very best while worwe must lead with passion, energy, and authenticity. It has shiping the Lord “in spirit and in truth,” they will realize the
been said, “as goes the platform, so goes the pew.” I have extreme value of true worship. Who would not want to get
found this cliché proven true in almost every setting in involved in something so meaningful?
James B. Torrance writes, “The church is the Church in
which I have worshiped. Regardless of congregational
demographics, atmosphere, song selection, or volume; if her worship. Worship is not an optional extra, but is of the
worship is led passionately and energetically, people will very life and essence of the Church.” People may come
engage and enter into worship. This must be heartfelt, into our churches for hundreds of reasons with many difhowever. Loud and exuberant exhortations to “Praise the ferent expectations. If what they discover on the inside are
Lord,” or “Shout with a voice of triumph,” even when worship leaders who have prayerfully and intentionally
combined with strong stage presence and gestures, will not created the best possible worship opportunity that is both
by themselves engage people in worship. Worshipers will heartfelt and vertically focused, then the people will see
readily follow the leader whose heart they feel belongs to their involvement as necessary and enriching. n
the Lord. They will connect with the passion of your heart,
and not merely the actions on the stage. Those seeking to Jonathan M. Sawyer serves as pastor of Music and Fine Arts at
involve people in worship should simply worship with the Fort Mill Church of God in Fort Mill, South Carolina. E-mail:
their whole heart, in the power of the Holy Spirit, filled sawyerj@fmcog.com
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Enriching Corporate Worship
Through Scripture Presentation
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n by scott bennett

orship gatherings can be greatly
enriched through the incorporation of regular Scripture readings by well-prepared
presenters. The concept of oral Scripture
presentation is not new. Before there was the written Word,
there was a spoken word (Genesis 1:1). And for the better
part of human history, communication has been in the
form of the spoken word. Throughout Scripture, there are
numerous instances when the written Word is read aloud
and the hearers respond (Exodus 24:7; Deuteronomy 31:1113; 2 Kings 23:1-3; Nehemiah 8:3; Acts 2:37; Romans 10:17).
Even in our modern culture where the printed Word has
become a dominant form of communication, the gospel
still demands it be proclaimed orally, because it is the good
news that must be heard and experienced.
It may seem logical that public Scripture presentation
be allocated exclusively to clergy. Lay involvement, however, can be just as effective and provide greater variety, as
well as a sense of communal involvement in the worship
gathering. While no formal training is necessary, those
asked to present Scripture should demonstrate a commitment to Christ, strong communication skills, a sense of
calling, and openness to further training and development.
With proper preparation, the Scriptures can come to life for
both the presenter and the hearer.
First, one should have an understanding of the scriptural
context—the author, recipient(s), time, and place of the writing, as well as its literary style (drama, narrative, letter, sermon, etc.). This may be acquired by consulting a study
Bible, commentary, Bible dictionary, or by comparing
various translations. One should also consider the
personal/relational aspect, i.e., finding one’s place
within the salvation story. Second, as one
prepares to present Scripture, oral interpretation must be considered, i.e., incorporating appropriate feelings, emphasis, and emotion into the presentation.
This involves pitch (vocal inflections),
volume (how loud or soft), and rate
(how fast or slow). Additionally, the
use of facial expressions, eye contact,
hand gestures, and posture add to the visual

interpretation. Third, the passage should be prepared in print
form with phrase and word groupings, markings for pauses,
vocal inflections, emphasis, and other notations as necessary.
It is also wise to consult the minister to ensure that the same
translation and pronunciations are used in both the reading
and the sermon. Finally, the reader would do well to prepare
an appropriate introduction and conclusion to the reading.
One might say, “Our reading is from 2 Corinthians, Chapter
5, verses 17 through 21,” or “Our reading is from Paul’s
second letter to the believers in Corinth, Chapter 5, verses
17 through 21.” Whereas, both introductions provide the
Scripture reference, the second also provides a small amount
of context for the audience. Once the reading is completed,
an appropriate conclusion may be given such as, “This is the
Word of the Lord,” or a brief prayer such as, “May God’s
Word fill your life and light your world.”
Throughout the presentation, it is essential that the presenter exhibit confidence. This happens when the presenter
owns the story; or perhaps, what is more important, when
the story owns him. Additionally, confidence comes with
practice. Presenters would do well to regularly gather and
practice reading Scripture to one another in various ways,
asking questions and providing constructive criticism.
Taking in mind the narrative quality of Scripture,
many passages may be best presented dramatically utilizing a biblical storyteller approach, readers’ theater, or full
dramatic presentation with multiple characters. Other
creative approaches might include mime, dance,
signing, images, musical accompaniment, congregational responsive reading, or antiphonal reading.
Whatever method is chosen, hearing and experiencing the Word of God through a well-prepared
presenter is an essential element for worship
renewal in any congregation. n
Scott Bennett is the assistant music director at
Mt. Paran North Church of God in Marietta,
Georgia. He is a graduate of Lee University
and is currently pursuing a doctor of worship
studies degree from the Robert E. Webber
Institute for Worship Studies. Web site: www.
mtparan.com; E-mail: scott@mtparan.com.

Developing Music
Talent in the
Local Church
n by keith Lairsey
The word  talent will be used as an acronym to
develop this article:
		
Trust
		
Assimilate
		
Lead
		
Engage
		
Network
		
Team
An early recollection of a life-changing impact made on
my personal development as a musician came at the hands
of a close family member. From an early age God blessed
me with raw, natural ability, but that ability lacked direction and structure. A very special aunt invested in private
piano lessons for me that served as a catalyst in confirming
my call to music ministry.
My aunt practiced a crucial first element in developing
my talent—“T”RUST. First, she trusted God’s impression
to help me, and second, she also trusted her confidence
that I would follow through and make the most of the
opportunity she provided. If we are to develop talent in
our churches, we must have discerning spirits, be willing
to invest our money and time, and then faithfully support
worthy candidates.
Once we have identified potential musicians, whether
vocal or instrumental, it is vital that we “A”SSIMILATE
them into our program. If we want to keep them, we must
use them . . . this is not always the easiest or most pleasant
thing to do (especially if they are beginners), but with a bit
of creativity it can be done! A simple approach is to pair
them with a stronger player or singer who will mentor
them as they grow in their gift.
We should “L”EAD by example. This, by far, is one
of the most productive approaches. In one of my earliest
ministry positions, a seasoned, mature trumpet player
committed himself to tutor young beginners and did so
by patient example. I assure you, if today you asked those
early students who most impacted their musical development, this gentleman’s name would be at the top of their
list! Encourage leaders in your program to do the same for
young musicians—the rewards for both will last forever!

Opportunities abound for us to “E”NGAGE our music
ministry teams in ongoing training and development. Do
not mistakenly overlook occasions that will foster growth
and maturity. Conferences, workshops, and training
events abound that will provide positive affirmation, spur
excitement, and create energy among your team. No doubt
colleagues or ministry acquaintances would be happy to
share with you events that have powerfully affected their
groups. And remember, it is often not the large, grandiose
presentations of an acclaimed presenter or clinician that
has the greatest effect, but the small nuggets harvested in
intimate settings with “folks just like you” that your team
members will internalize and incorporate into their skill
set. As you expose your musicians to larger programs and
events, encourage them to avoid the detrimental habit of
comparison. Instead, they should realize where they are
on this journey of development and simply strive to be the
best that they can be! When we give our best, no matter
how large or small, God will place His stamp of approval
upon it!
Many of us have been guilty of “going it on our own,”
regardless of the outcome—how sad when support and
help are often simply a phone call, text, or email away. If
you have not built a “N”ETWORK for yourself and your
music teams, start today! It’s so easy to get “tunnel vision”
when all we see or experience week to week is “ourselves”
and our own ministries. We need the support of a network
of other churches, musicians, and leaders in order to maintain a fresh perspective and vibrant approach to musical
growth and development. It has often been said that a
concept, idea, or technique that my group has heard me
say repeatedly, when heard from someone else, suddenly
becomes revolutionary. Wow! What a thought! Get started
now by building a network you will use to grow and
develop the talent in your church!
A term used repeatedly in this writing is “T”EAM.
It really does boil down to this concept. Do you want to
develop the talent within your church? Do you want to
help someone become better than they thought possible?
It starts with building relationships and creating a team—
something larger than the individual that will function
powerfully when all the members are fully committed to it!
The letters in the word T-A-L-E-N-T have been used to
highlight ideas to assist you in developing your program—
put them to use and watch your ministry “SING!” n
Keith Lairsey is pastor of music and administration for Christway Church Gardendale, Ala; Web site: www.christwaycog.org.
E-mail: klairsey@christwaycog.org
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Changing trends
in worship

T

n by brad moffett

he idea of changing worship and/or adapting to trends can cause great tension within the
body of Christ. The main purpose of this article
is to give an overview of several trends that have
developed in the Church of God over the past decade.
While arguments over stylistic issues have been the center
of debate during this period of time, some changing trends
are beyond the run-of-the-mill traditional versus contemporary discussion. These trends require our attention if we
are going to continue to follow the command of our Lord
Jesus Christ to “go therefore and make disciples.”
However, issues stemming from these trends and transitions are just pinpoints on the map the Church of God
charted in the beginning of the twentieth century. From
its earliest days in Western North Carolina and Eastern
Tennessee, our church has been about change: change
from the stale, stagnant worship rituals of the mainline
churches, change from the false piety represented by shallow believers, and change to the means of spreading the
gospel to a hurting and dying world.
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Technology
The most obvious trend in worship is the use of technology. For the past five years, I have traveled all around
the United States and the world with the Lee Singers. In
almost every church, whether large/small, traditional/
contemporary, rural/urban, one of the first things one
notices is some kind of technology. Most churches have
video screens and projectors as the central feature of their
worship space. It usually resides in the center of the wall
immediately behind the pulpit. In the same way that the
pulpit took prominence during the Reformation of the
1500s, the video screen has done the same in the twentyfirst century organized church. Several statistic groups
report that 88 percent of all Protestant churches have large
screens in place.
The addition of video technology has enhanced the
visual experience for the worshiper. Video is used to project lyrics to songs being sung and Scripture being read
by the congregation, as well as a creative means to give

announcements, project sermon points, and project videos
that make a connection with the content of the service.
The positive impact of video technology in worship is
that it seems to help more people engage in the worship
experience. Having text and sermon points on a visual display helps the congregation engage in active listening. The
combination of audio and visual experience reinforces the
learning process leading toward spiritual formation.
The use of video technology has also allowed for more
creative expression within worship services. The churches
that take advantage of this technology are capturing
opportunities every Sunday to connect their message in a
multisensory manner. Plenty of educational research can
be found advocating multisensory learning, and most companies in advertising and educational systems are employing these technologies. Shouldn’t the church?
The only real negative issue with the use of video technology is the draw to be creative for creative sake. In my
opinion, the church should use all the technology available
to spread its message and to aid in the spiritual formation
of the congregations. However, it should be a functional
expression connected to the message for the sake of the
message, not a gadget to impress a society obsessed with
the newest rage and trend.
Multiple Service Offerings
Another trend developing is the offering of multiple
worship experiences. While many of our churches are
experiencing growth at a rate requiring expansion through
multiple services, many churches are offering them for the
purpose of providing a style preference for the congregation.
Meeting the felt needs of the members of a congregation has always been an identifying mark of the Church of
God. As people come to the house of God with needs, we
have a firm belief that God will meet them there and bring
about healing, restoration, deliverance, provision, and care.
However, it seems that many churches are establishing
second services and alternative worship experiences based
solely on the principle of segregating the congregation by
age group or style preference.

Still, the positives for such choices concerning worship
services are many. First of all, this approach does give
options to members and attendees. Most of us have grown
extremely accustomed to having choices in every aspect
of our lives. Therefore, we like to have a choice when it
comes to the style, time, and length of worship services.
Second, this approach, when handled correctly, allows
more people the opportunity to express the gifts God has
given them in service to His church.
One of the dangers of this approach is many churches
simply do not have the resources to provide multiple worship experiences that range in styles. Just because a pastor
or worship leader chooses to change attire or chooses a different song does not make them, or the choice, relevant. It
seems at times, this approach weakens the services because
there cannot be enough attention given to each individual
one, resulting in a misunderstanding of personal gifts.
The other possible danger of this trend is the elimination of the multigenerational approach to worship in the
church. Far too often, traditional means old people and
contemporary means young people. When these lines are
drawn, the generations never get the opportunity to impact
each other in meaningful ways.
When multiple service options are birthed out of a
move of God, the demand of growth, or a heartfelt passion
to reach more people, they can become a powerful part of
the church’s mission and vision. When multiple services
are used as a way to create something just to make a few
more people happy with the style of music or presentational method of the sermon, then it seems like a wearisome
effort to please people.
Music
Music in the church has been a hot topic for the past
decade. As more and more of our churches are moving in
a direction identified as contemporary, there are several
trends that have developed. It is important to note that
the style of a church is based on the culture of that specific
church. While there are trends that are noticeable across
the board, style choices are specific to local congregations.
Thus, these observations are not intended to address style
choices, but rather larger trends that are noticeable.
First, there is a general decline in the actual singing that
occurs in the congregation. This trend is a result of two
issues. The first is a result of the rise of the worship artist in
America. Since the praise and worship movement began in
the latter part of the second half of the twentieth century, it
has transitioned from a movement committed to providing
the body of Christ with simple Scripture-based choruses

for the corporate song, to an industry promoting artists
and concerts. While there are great songs being crafted
and performed for use as the corporate voice of the church,
there has been a shift toward the promotion of personalities as well.
This shift has impacted the church. Many times the worship leaders and pastors in local churches seem to be too
concerned with the performance aspects of the music and
not concerned enough that the congregation is not singing.
The second trend is a result of the proliferation of new
songs being composed for the church. At this time in the
life of Christian music, there are more songs being composed than any other time in the history of music. Worship
leaders and pastors feel the need to be current and to keep
a good amount of new music in the circulation of songs
being used for worship. Sometimes, this felt pressure leads
to the overuse of new music, and it weakens the voice of
the congregation as each time they gather they are trying
to learn new music.
This is not an argument for the use of what some might
coin as old music or traditional songs, but rather an observation that many in the congregation cannot sing along
because of the rapid pace of new music being used. This
begs the question: If our congregations are not singing, is
worship really occurring? Well, of course it is possible for
worship to occur without singing, but isn’t that the purpose of music in the corporate worship service?
Next, within this proliferation of new music being composed, there appears to be a deepening of texts crafted to
express the worship of the church. Current songwriters
seem to be expressing more detailed ideas of proclamation
and theological ideas in their songs. Over the past fifteen
years, the church has seen an evident shift from the simple
repetitive worship choruses to songs that are both hymnic in
nature and convey more complete theological ideas. This is a
positive trend, and a trend that allows music to be more than
just our emotional response to a revealing God. This trend in
worship music aids in the action of spiritual formation.
These three areas are just a small representation of the
changing trends in the worship of the church. As time
progresses, there will be more trends and changes occurring. May God guide us and empower us as we continue to
commit to the centrality of Jesus Christ in our worship, and
as we take advantage of every new idea or trend to do so. n
Brad Moffett is an assistant professor of church music, director of the Lee University Singers, and coordinator of Graduate
Studies in Church/Sacred Music at Lee University. Web site:
www.leeuniversity.edu; E-mail: bmoffett@leeuniversity.edu.
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steven allen/ todd sturgell

cross opinions
Are Choirs Necessary for Worship?
The Choir With a Purpose
Steven Allen

C
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the choir and the congregation build a large army of worshipers that have something in common—Jesus Christ. The
congregation sees choir members as testimonies of God’s
faithfulness. They live their lives in such a way that others
are inspired by the depth of their relationship with God
and those around them, even in the midst of crisis. The
choir becomes a family who lead in worship together and
who love and care about each other.

hurch music has been a source of controversy
through the years. In the 1960s, ’70s, and ’80s, the
church choir was nonnegotiable. It was the largest single entity of most churches where members could
participate. As the modern church developed, choir music
continued to develop as well. Changes in style brought
The best word to describe the purpose of the choir is
new perceptions of the role and necessity of the choir.
“usher.” We need to provide the best possible opportuMany churches chose to diminish the choir, preferring to
nity for people to experience God through music—thus,
be led by a few musicians with more versatility. It seemed
the case for, “the choir with a purpose.” n
as though the choir was losing its place in local churches.
Steven Allen is music and media pastor at Westmore Church
In today’s church, the choir can sing and minister effecof God in Cleveland, Tenn; Web site: www.westmorecog.org:
tively in many styles of music—no matter what size the
E-mail: go to Web site to contact.
church may be. It is not limited by what we have heard in
the past or present. The choir provides an essential ministry to those in your congregation who are called to lead in
worship. The choir is not about any one musical style. It is
about a powerful force locking arms to usher people into
the presence of God.
A choir is not determined by its number. Keep in
mind that the Brooklyn Tabernacle Choir began with only
12 singers. Six people can effectively start a choir if they
are faithful, called, and committed. If you are unable to
produce a choir on a weekly basis, consider a choir for
special occasions such as Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July,
or Mother’s Day and Father’s Day. Additionally, you may
bring in a guest conductor to prepare the choir on a weekend prior to the special event.
In Psalm 33:3, David wrote, “Sing to him a new song;
play skillfully, and shout for joy” (NIV). David recruited
three leaders and a worship team of 288 people, all
of whom were trained skillfully in music for the Lord               
(1 Chronicles 25:1-7). David understood the power of worship through music and skilled musicians.
The choir is potentially the most powerful worship
leader in any congregation. Relationships that are within

“In today’s church, the choir can sing and minister effectively
in many styles of music—no matter what size the church may be.
It is not limited by what we have heard in the past or present.”

it’s about reaching people!
Todd Sturgell

W

hen I was asked to write this article debating the place of choirs in our churches, I asked
myself: Do people think I don’t like choirs? I love
choirs! I participated in choirs ranging from the Orlando
Boys Choir to Campus Choir and Lee Singers. Those experiences are irreplaceable and taught me a great deal of what
I know about corporate worship today. To me, it is not a
question of whether having a choir is right or wrong; it is
about doing whatever you need to do to reach the people
God has called you to reach.
For some of you, a choir is exactly what is needed. If
so, then I say, “Keep on keeping on.” At Stevens Creek, we
are reaching a group of people who do not typically listen
to choir music. They do not hear choir songs on the radio
stations, nor do they listen to or download choir tunes to
their ipods. So, we have decided to do a style that is reaching the unchurched culture in our community. We have
found that this style of worship speaks to the growing
Christian, but what is more important, it connects with the
unchurched.
I believe there is no right or wrong in this debate. The
main consideration is that whatever you do, do it with excellence. Excellence honors God and inspires people. Do it with
passion. You have to be passionate about God and His mission for reaching the lost. Do it with authenticity. You must
be absolutely real. People do not want the hype or the show.
They want authentic, transparent people leading them in
worship. So, if you do want a praise band and that works in
your setting, great. If choirs work for your church, have the
best choir you can have for the glory of God. Find out who
you are, then be the best that you can be. n

Todd Sturgell is worship pastor at Stevens Creek Church,
Augusta, Georgia; Web site: www.stevenscreekchurch.com;
E-mail: toddsturgell@stevenscreekchurch.com.
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How to Have
Quality Music
in a
Small Church

T

n by laud l. vaught

he concept of a “small church” can be so
widely varied that many of the practices and
approaches, especially the musical ones, are
going to range from one end of the spectrum to
the other. With that in mind, it is most fruitful
to address general principles more than specific actions. So,
here are five principles, and a few hypothetical situations
to illustrate them, that can contribute greatly to the quality
of a small church music program. I have presented them in
no order of priority, because they are all vitally important.
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bring it to your musicians. Rehearse it, challenge them,
push the envelope a little at a time, but do not present it
until it is ready, or it will make them feel inadequate in the
process.
If you are fortunate, another soloist may be available to
take over a favorite song. But it is better to let it lie for a time
or even retire it than to do it poorly.
Bottom line here—from a purely practical standpoint—
is that quality attracts quality. If you make the tough decisions up front, it will pay dividends down the road.

1. Accept Only Quality
2. Rehearse Quality
In a small church, there are daily opportunities to put
Rehearsal is mandatory and is needed to improve the
this one into practice. A church may want someone to lead music and the group. Even going over an older song, some
music so badly that they settle for the first person available. improvements can be made. Fix the problems and also
A long established church may have a practice of letting work on more conceptual things like choral blending or
someone sing solos who is no longer or never was truly a playing as a rhythm section instead of individual accompasoloist. Music leaders may want to add to the worship or nists. You will find that these things will eventually transfer
choir repertoire a song they heard somewhere that their from song to song and even higher levels of musicianship
group is not ready to sing. A premier soloist just moved can be addressed.
away, and his/her songs were the strongest songs the choir
If the leaders are good but not highly trained, seminars
did, so the vacuum is filled quickly but inadequately.
and conferences abound that include sessions on these
The examples are endless, but the principle is the same. very things. Also, a number of good books are available on
God, and by extension God’s house and family, deserve musical and nonmusical rehearsal techniques that can be
the best you can offer, not the hottest or widest variety you incorporated by anyone with a little effort.
can offer.
Wait until a qualified leader is available. It is much 3. Build Unity
Some years back, I went as minister of music to a
easier to bide time with recorded worship, etc, than to
remove an unqualified person who is already established. church where the first person to introduce herself to me
Phase out that soloist or perhaps even rethink the way assured me that the Music Department was one big happy
family. What I found out very quickly was that it was more
soloists are used in your worship.
Don’t present music that is beyond the abilities of your divided and full of factions than anything I had ever seen,
musicians. If you decide your program is almost ready, and she was the vilest offender!

The musicians of any church do need to have a sense
that they are special, not celebrities, but part of something
vital and a group they can call their own. Every rehearsal,
whether it be a full, midweek, or just a preservice sound
check, should have a welcoming, family atmosphere. A
church music program is not the place for cliques or prima
donnas. Everyone should feel important while accepting
that the others are just as important.
Social events, even on an irregular basis make a huge
difference here. If the church can pick up the tab once in
a while, great! But if not, plan something simple and have
everyone contribute, but do it. And by all means, include
everyone—choir, praise team, band, and technicians. Of
course, the pastor is always welcome!

4. Include Prayer and Devotions
The church musician is first and foremost a Christian.
As such, they need to be devoted to a life of discipleship.
Every gathering, whether it be a rehearsal or a picnic,
should include prayer and/or a challenge from Scripture.
It need not be long, but if the spirit of worship is moving,
honor it and dwell there. If the musical leaders are not also
strong spiritual leaders, appoint someone within the group
as chaplain to provide that necessary element.
Worship leaders—everyone who is presenting music
to a group of churchgoers is a worship leader—cannot
lead anyone to a place they have never been. If possible,
plan a spiritual life retreat or a musical retreat with a lot
of worship and devotional activities included, but at least
lead your musicians in worship at times apart from their
activities before the congregation.
Also, every member of the Music Department needs
to be a member of that congregation. Whether that means
formal membership or simply regular attendance is up to

you. But everyone should be in services and Bible studies
regularly. No cutting out after the music is over or never
attending churchwide functions. As a body, the musicians
need to be moving in the same direction as the church. In
fact, the biblical model is that they should be at the front of
the advance!
5. Plan and Organize
Nothing inhibits improvement like always “flying by
the seat of your pants.” The musical groups must be in preparation for what is coming while presenting what is ready.
And that means the leadership must be planning ahead.
Special events take extra time, and extra-early planning,
and extra preparation. It is counterproductive to try to pull

off a “special” event with the same status quo approach
that barely gets by week to week. The good news is, once
the systemized planning is in place, it contributes to the
weekly quality, as well as the special events.
Printed schedules of rehearsals and rotations of vocalists
or instrumentalists are important and so are current rosters
of the various groups loaded into a phone-tree system or
some more high-tech means of rapid and regular communication.
The specific applications of these principles are much
more numerous than could possibly be addressed in a
single article, and the way they are incorporated into the
life of a single worshiping community will be and should
be unique. But quality doesn’t just happen anywhere; it
must be planned and made a priority. n
Laud L. Vaught is music minister at Hopewell Church of God,
Cleveland, Tenn. Vaught is also a lecturer at Lee University,
Instrumental Music Department.
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n by james matachack

s I began to write this article, I was
reminded of my humble beginnings and
the day the Lord found me over 25 years
ago at the Frebis Avenue Church of God
in Columbus, Ohio. My experience with
music and worship was much different then than it is with
the music and worship of today. Today’s “I” generation
and culture has dramatically impacted the church with
’70s style “Kumbaya” worship and
“nonconvicting” gospel preaching. I
want to focus primarily on the music
culture. I hope that my artistic experience and musical expertise will open
up your heart to see things differently
and more objectively.
I have been a record producer
by occupation for over 20 years. I
have worked with many well-known
artists and performers ranging from
Christian, R&B, Country, to Rock
genres. One thing they all have in
common is that they are consumed
with themselves and being on the
stage performing in front of fans. As
I have reentered local church music,
I see mirrored images of that in the
church. Therefore, I am split on where
we are with church music as a whole.
I do feel we have progressed culturally
in our music, but have deteriorated in
leadership and direction.
At North Cleveland Church of
God, we are a vibrant worshiping
church that seeks to set an example
to other churches of progressing in
music without losing our roots in
Classic Pentecostalism. We have over
three hundred retired ministers who
have served congregations across the

world for over thirty years, who are used to singing out
of the “Red-Back Hymnal” and being accompanied by
a piano or organ. They were raised on André Crouch
and Dottie Rambo songs. Spirituals and testimony songs
were part of their everyday repertoire. Then, we have a
blossoming young adult and youth ministry that wants
everything “Chris Tomlin style” or guitar-driven. How do
we merge cultures and styles and progress through the
twenty-first century without harming
the body of believers and God’s church?
As I began to absorb God’s ways, and
digest His Word, He began to speak in
clear ways about music and culture.
I. Place your life before
Him— Romans 12: 1-2
So here’s what I want you to do, God
helping you: Take your everyday, ordinary life—your sleeping, eating, goingto-work, and walking-around life—
and place it before God as an offering.
Embracing what God does for you is
the best thing you can do for him. Don’t
become so well adjusted to your culture
that you fit into it without even thinking. Instead, fix your attention on God.
You’ll be changed from the inside out.
Readily recognize what he wants from
you, and quickly respond to it. Unlike
the culture around you, always dragging
you down to its level of immaturity, God
brings the best out of you, develops wellformed maturity in you (TM).

Give your life as a first offering.
Do not let the culture mislead
you. Before you lead with a guitar, piano, or any other musical instrument for that matter,
make sure you are in complete
surrender to God. God wants

us to know the culture, but not become so adjusted to it that
it overtakes our purpose. We were designed to point others
to the Cross and share with them that JESUS is the ONLY
way. Secondly, we should fix our gaze on Him. “You’ll be
changed from the inside out” the writer states.
2. 	Practice playing second fiddle—		
Romans 12:9-10.
Love from the center of who you are; don’t fake it. Run
for dear life from evil; hold on for dear life to good. Be
good friends who love deeply; practice playing second
fiddle (TM)).

It is hard to give up the microphone and pulpit to a
youth pastor or college kid who is starting out, but it is our
responsibility to do so. If we don’t, they will take their talent
and anointing elsewhere. This is a challenge for every church,
especially if we are best gifted in the area where we serve.
When we get in a leadership position, there is such pressure to keep it, that we try to do it all ourselves. We, as
leaders, must mentor and train up the next generation, side
by side, to sing songs from the former generation, as well
as contemporary songs of this generation. We can begin

doing what Paul instructed us to do when he said, “become
all things to all people” (1 Corinthians 9:22). Each week at
North Cleveland Church of God, I have young worshipers
lead. I am honest with them, give them guidance, and teach
being sensitive to God’s presence. I am more than capable
of doing it myself, but choose to allow them to lead so they
will not leave untrained. I teach them to fast, pray, and seek
God’s face just as my mentor taught me.
We must play skillfully, and prepare excellently, but
we must not follow the culture too much. God does not
care if you use three guitars or a pipe organ to lead. These
are preferences, not requirements. Culturally, one can make
more of an impact than the other, but none is required. So
wherever you are, decide what the majority of your people
like and start setting goals to transition. Create a worship
setting that is acceptable of all musical works. Continue to
incorporate one song per week of the old or new. It will be
refreshing! I guarantee it! n
James Matachack is worship and arts pastor at North Cleveland
Church of God, Cleveland, Tenn; Web site: www.nccog.org. To
e-mail, go to the Web site and click on his name.
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n by k. ray looney

once heard  Derric Johnson, popular music
clinician, author, and director of Voices of Liberty
at Disney World, say, “The main thing is to keep
the main thing, the main thing.”
When I first started in the music ministry, I placed
too much emphasis on rehearsing the notes, dressing
properly, and singing correctly. I fussed about facial
expressions and attendance at worship services. I
worked hard on getting rid of distractions. (I still do.)
We purchased robes for the first time ever and asked
the choir members to stay in the loft during service.
It is funny how life cycles change. Now, churches are
selling their robes. Our main focus was performance
—who was asked to sing the solo on the praise team,
where one stood, and so forth. We placed less emphasis
on worship, and there was constant backbiting, gossip,
and jealously in the choir.
I needed to change the paradigm of what I was doing.
I stopped rehearsal one Wednesday night and asked

everyone to get on their knees for prayer. During the
prayer, about ten choir members, along with the pianist
left. I asked why they left? They responded: “Choir practice is to rehearse, not to pray. Call a prayer meeting if you
want to pray. We have only a few minutes to rehearse.” (In
writing this, it sounds so harsh . . . it wasn’t.) I understood their
point. At that time, I was rehearsing from 8:30–9:30 p.m.
after a church service. This showed me that our priorities
were not balanced.
I knew I must change the way I led choir. I needed
to incorporate prayer, worship, and social time with one
another into the choir experience. It would not be easy.
First, I had to convince our pastor I needed more time
with the choir. I had to convince him that in allowing the
choir to be excused from his Bible study would help build
a worshiping choir, which in turn would greatly bless the
church. He consented, and for the past 20 years, God has
truly blessed us.
I want to share with you several key ideas that go a long
way in building a worshiping choir.
Visual Energy. We live in an “American Idol”
generation, and our culture is visually driven. You must
teach your choir to be expressive. First, it is biblical. The
Bible instructs us to bow, clap, stand, jump, sway, raise
our hands, shout, stand still, march, and sing joyfully. In
Psalms 66:2, it states: “Make His praise glorious.” We are
to have times of high worship and pageantry. Yes, this has
an element of entertainment. However, one definition of
entertainment is “holding the attention of.” Who doesn’t
want that in worship?
As far as dress is concerned, make sure the outfits are
not a distraction, loose clothing for all of us overweight
people, and certainly covering up all body parts.
Strive for Excellence. It is hard to be expressive if you do not know the music. All directors wish
they had more time to rehearse. Since you will never have
enough time, you must seek help. Buy CDs for the choir
and musicians. Show DVDs as examples of what you want
to accomplish. Buy CDs with just the part you want—bass
CD or alto CD. E-mail the words to songs for the choir’s
personal prep time. Have a plan of when to sing what song.
Then, plan a schedule of rehearsals for each song. Invite a
guest director to help teach your choir. Take your choir to a
conference or camp meeting to observe other choirs. There
are many tools today from “You Tube” to choir DVDs to
help in your quest for excellence. Remember, excellence
attracts excellence.
Worship and Prayer During Rehearsals.

A worshiping choir is about excellence, but more than
that it is about worshiping God. How can songs touch the

congregation, if first it has not touched the hearts of the
singers? How can you lead the congregation in worship,
if first you have not worshiped? Worship in rehearsals.
Historically, I overplan my rehearsal and always wish I
had more time. Therefore, you must plan for more time.
That is why I am a great proponent of choir retreats. It is
a great time to get away and focus totally on both prayer
and worship. Encourage your choir to worship during
rehearsal. An old evangelist told me as a teenager, after
I had finished rehearsing, he said, “Now go soak it in
prayer.” Remember, add prayer and worship to rehearsals.
Have Fun at Rehearsal. You will worship
more freely the closer you are to those around you. Play
games, tell jokes, give outdoor prizes, and celebrate birthdays. Have refreshments at rehearsals, host a choir-growth
contest, and sing karaoke. Make rehearsal a fun night. It
will build camaraderie in the choir, and set an atmosphere
to easily segue to worship.
Be Accountable. Worshiping choirs must also
see that they are worship leaders, with all the cautions
and blessings which accompany spiritual leadership. They
should be held accountable for commitment to Christ and
the church. Also, give each choir member an accountability partner. Ask each member to keep up with each other
and pray for each other regularly. Freely compliment and
affirm your choir regularly for their faithfulness and attendance. I send out birthday cards to every member of our
choir. A heartfelt thank you goes a long way.
Get Away. Do a concert away from the local church.
Take the choir on a retreat out of town. Sing in nursing
homes. Have a summer cookout, or go to a sporting event.
Each year we go to a banquet hall and have annual music
appreciation night. It does wonders in building a team. Do
something away from the local church.
Summary Statement: To build a worshiping choir,
worship must be the main focus. Even though I encourage
people to sing horizontally (singing to the audience and one
another), they should sing vertically . . . to God. Change the
emphasis on how you sing. Earlier, I stated my focus was
teaching the choir to “perform for Jesus.” Now I focus on
teaching them to “worship Jesus.” We used to sing to hear,
“You guys sang great”; now, I long to hear, “God is great.” I
love a great compliment, but more than that, I want to connect people to God. If you are going to have a worshiping
choir . . . worship has to be the “main focus.”
Remember, it isn’t just singing . . . it’s leading in
worship. n
K. Ray Looney is minister of music at The Church at Liberty
Square, Cartersville, Georgia. Web site: www.libertysq.org.
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praise team with a leader who is sensitive to
the Holy Spirit possesses the ability to drop
certain songs and add others that may be more
appropriate to the atmosphere and sudden
shift that can take place in Pentecostal worship.
• Thematic. The plethora of praise and
worship music available today allows a blending of the pastor’s message and the music to
address themes during a series or a particular
season. The continuity of the singing and
preaching provides the congregant with a
powerful message that is spoken in every part
of the service and is often repeated and can be
more easily memorized.
The praise team’s main contribution to the
corporate worship strategy is to prepare the
hearts of those who attend to hear the Word
of God. The preaching is usually difficult or
smooth depending on how well the praise
team did its job. Therefore, not only should the
music be well rehearsed and the presentation
reveal a certain level of quality and excellence,
but also it should be under a heavy anointing
of the Holy Spirit. This can be accomplished
only as praise and worship team singers and
musicians are spiritually prepared through prayer and
holy living. These two components can enhance a worship
service tremendously.
People come to our services with problems and issues.
They have been battling through difficulties all week. Some
will come with baggage and others will come oppressed.
Some will come under a heavy burden and others will
come in bondage. An anointed praise and worship team
will help to loosen the shackles and break the chains so
that God may have His way in the lives of the people. The
praise and worship team enhances the worship service by
being a conduit through which the Spirit of God can flow,
not a hindrance that will leave the people in the same condition as when they walked through the doors. Therefore,
when selecting the right team members, look for integrity
before talent. When you have the right people with the
right heart, God will be found among you, and people will
leave your worship service after having met with Him.
This is our highest calling as worship leaders! n

The Praise Team:
Enhancing the
Worship Service
n by REBECCA McDERMOTT

T
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HE 1970s WERE dominated by singular voices leading praise and worship, sometimes
backed by a choir. Soloists, duets, trios, or
quartets sang “specials” to add to the service.
The advent of the praise and worship team
and contemporary choruses changed our approach to the
presermon service component, and a new form of musical
presentation on Sunday mornings emerged. This development has had a positive impact on local houses of worship,
as well as the individual believer in different categories.
• Engagement. The praise team enhances the worship service by engaging believers in the song service. The
types of songs that have been written over the last several
decades for praise teams are perfect for congregational participation.
• Intimacy. Songs of testimony have given way to
songs of intimate worship. Instead of singing about God,
praise teams are singing songs extolling the virtues of God
and are sung directly to Him. While songs of testimony
should not be abandoned and ignored, the lion’s share
should be music that connects the believer to a personal
relationship with their Creator and Savior.
• Spontaneity. Songs by choirs and groups usually
have a musical path that is difficult to change. A talented

Becki McDermott is copastor of Life Source Church in Baltimore,
Maryland. She and her husband Michael planted the church 22
years ago. Web site: www.evangelcathedral.com; E-mail: pb@
lifesourcechurches.com.
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Things I Have
Always Wanted
to Say to a
Worship Leader

I

n by j. lee grady

consider myself open-minded about worship.
My tastes in music are eclectic, so I love everything
from Hillsong choruses and Black Gospel anthems
to classic hymns and Spanish worship artists like
Marco Barrientos and Jesús Romero. My playlist even
includes Native American, Nigerian, and Iranian worship.
I love any music that stirs my soul and points me to
heaven, so worshiping the Lord with other believers is one
of my favorite pastimes. But there are a few things I’d like
to say to worship leaders. Please don’t take these comments
as criticism but as encouragement from a brother who has
“seen it all” when it comes to the Sunday morning drill.
1. Give us something to shout about! In most countries I
visit, worship is an exhilarating workout. In poor countries
where people struggle from hand to mouth each week,
praise is so energetic that the congregation quickly moves
into the aisles to dance. Yet here in the United States our
worship is often stiff and way too sophisticated. What we
lack in genuine zeal we substitute with technology, orchestration, and hype. It’s a pitiful tradeoff.
Worship leaders must stoke the fires of spiritual passion.
Don’t let the people’s hearts remain cold or stale. Exhort
them to go higher. Say like the psalmist, “Praise the Lord! .
. . Let the sons of Zion rejoice in their king. Let them praise
His name with dancing. . . . Let the godly ones exult in
glory. . . . Let the high praises of God be in their mouth”
(Psalm 149:1-3, 5, 6, NASB).
2. Please give us content. Most of us packed away our
hymnals 30 years ago and discovered the liberty of free-style
choruses. Yet I get tired of singing the same phrase over and
over—especially if that phrase has questionable theology.
And we are cheating people if half of a song consists of lines
like “Ooh, Ooh, Ooh!” or “Whoa, whoa, whoa!”
There’s a reason “Jesus Keep Me Near the Cross” is a
classic. Its words inspire deep worship in a way that simpler songs can’t. The best solution is to mix up the playlist
with both new and old songs—as well as old songs with

new arrangements. If we only sing today’s trendy Top 40,
we will forget where we came from.
3. Spare us the concert. True worship leaders lead rather
than perform. We want you to play skillfully, but we don’t
want the focus to be on you. Point us to Jesus!
Some worship leaders shift into extended periods of
spontaneous worship. That’s great until you look around
and realize that the congregation is sitting down while the
worship leader has his eyes closed—oblivious to the fact
that most people got lost 10 minutes ago. That’s not corporate worship. That’s a stage show.
4. Don’t run a song into the ground. Maybe this is just a pet
peeve of mine: When a worship leader announces, “Let’s
sing it one more time!” and then proceeds to sing a chorus
again and again and again and again (and again and again),
this is a form of lying. This happens especially with certain
choruses that are like broken records—they never resolve.
If a song is so repetitive that it’s annoying, or if you can’t
figure out when to stop it, just retire it. No one will ask why
you don’t sing it anymore.
5. Please don’t burst my eardrums. I have a high tolerance
for noise, and I love rhythm. But I have been in churches
where the music was so loud that my head rattled for the
rest of the day. God can open deaf ears, but I don’t think we
should manufacture the deafness. Have mercy on us. God
doesn’t want us to drown out the sound of the people’s
voices with bass guitars and subwoofers.
6. Show us the lyrics. Memo to the technical crew: We
don’t have hymnals, and we don’t know the words by
heart. Please don’t wait until we have sung the second
verse of the song to put those words on the screen. (It
would also be a good idea to have someone proofread the
song lyrics. I was in a church where we were supposed to
sing “Praise Him for His mighty acts,” but the PowerPoint
slide said, “Praise Him for His mighty axe.”)
7. Honor the Word. There is nothing ruder than a worship
leader who walks off the stage after the last chorus and then
disappears to a side room to eat donuts. When the praise team
vanishes from the church and never comes back, it sends a
message to the congregation that these people don’t need to
listen to the sermon. Not! Worship does not end with the last
song; the last song sets the stage for the next act of worship.
I’m not a worship leader, and you wouldn’t want to
hear me on a keyboard. But I believe we would honor God
if we applied these principles to our praise. n
J. Lee Grady is the contributing editor of Charisma. Reprinted
from Charisma, 600 Rinehart Rd., Lake Mary, FL 32746. Used
by permission.
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conrad lowe

engage interview

Changes and Challenges
An interview with Conrad Lowe, noted church-growth consultant.
ENGAGE: What are the three biggest changes you see in the
church world as compared to 10 or 20 years ago?
LOWE: Before I respond to the question, I want to express
my appreciation for the Church of God. I am a consultant
for several denominations and I have worked with your
Executive Committee. I love your church and believe you are
favored by God. You have a special niche in the Kingdom and
an open door is before you for unprecedented growth.
Now back to your question. I believe the three biggest
changes are: (1) A change from the prominence of youth ministry to the prominence of children’s ministry; (2) The cultural
clash in church ministry, an instructional (educational) model
or entertainment model; and (3) The emergence of the mega
church. Let’s look closely at these three change areas.
A Change From the Prominence of
Youth Ministry to the Prominence of
Children’s Ministry
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There is a calculated move to children’s ministry instead
of a total focus on youth. A growing church has 20-30 percent
children and 10-20 percent teenagers. Children represent the
best avenue for evangelism. Children’s ministry is the second
fastest growth engine.
Excited, involved, and challenged children bring their
parents and friends to church. Activities for children such as
sports, performing arts, camps, after-school programs, and
summer events connect children and young parents to the
church. We should respond to this growth engine by placing emphasis on a director of children’s ministries, extensive
training for volunteers, a wide range of involvement activities,
and relational systems to stay connected with parents.
As I shared earlier, children’s ministry is the second fastest
growth engine. The Sunday morning children’s format, utilized by growing churches, includes two sessions: (1) a large
group with high energy, video, interaction, and the introduction of the subject to be studied; and (2) breakouts into small
groups for study time and to learn how to relate the Bible les-

son to everyday life. This format creates excitement, maintains
interest, and shapes church life for the future.
Just a side note about youth ministry. Some churches have
their major youth meetings during the week. This raises the
question: Are we training youth not to be in church on Sunday
morning? There needs to be a closer tie with services/meetings during the week with Sunday morning.
I commend Dr. Culpepper, the general overseer, for the
new challenging book, The Great Commission Connection. I
observed there are two chapters on the subject we have been
discussing: The Great Commission and Children and The
Great Commission and Youth. You will receive in-depth
insights by reading these chapters.
The Cultural Clash in Church Ministry,
an Instructional (Educational) Model
or an Entertainment Model.
A clear example of this clash can be seen in conversations
of parents with their children following Sunday morning
sessions. “Did you like it?” “Did you have fun?” “Was it exciting?” You will observe the questions did not revolve around
“What did you learn?” “How did the lesson involve you?”
“Share something you learned with us!”
Sports and other forms of entertainment are revered today.
Young parents and their children only know an entertainment
culture. On the other hand, many churches are locked into an
instructional culture, “Come, be quite and listen.” There must
be an element of both entertainment (creating attention) and
instruction (life-shaping action).
There is a strong emphasis today on participatory worship.
This is occurring in traditional churches. There is freedom to
raise hands in praise, to clap for joy, and to vocalize expressions
of praise. Praise teams create a greater involvement in worship. Banners, drama, and visual demonstrations increase both
praise and learning experiences. Large image-enhancing screens
provide connection with singers and speakers through facial
expressions, illustrations, and outlines. We live in the media age.
Also, there is a greater emphasis on teamwork, utilizing the
skills and abilities of a number of people instead of focusing

“The future in church ministry and growth
belong to the visionary—the innovators,
those who see the possibilities and then
trust and obey.” —Conrad Lowe

on a few selected singers and the speaker. The team approach
has five strengthening values: communication, leadership,
problem-solving, brainstorming, and creative thinking.
Another benefit of the worship team concept is that it
provides a pattern for youth. Youth identify with what they
see. Both their current and future involvement in worship is
birthed by what they see and how they can be involved.
The Emergence of the Mega Church
Out of the 335,000 churches in America, mega churches
(2,000 plus in attendance) make up less than 1 percent of the
total number. However, mega churches constitute 30 percent
of the attendance of all churches on Sunday morning.
What makes the difference? Large churches innovate; small
churches protect tradition. Innovation will pull you forward;
tradition will always pull you backwards. The future in church
ministry and growth belong to the visionary—the innovators,
those who see the possibilities and then trust and obey.
The window for church growth is open. This is the generation to grow a mega church.
What mega churches start, small churches will start later
on. They provide the creative edge in ministering to people
from the standpoint of culture, young couples, and thriving,
life-enriching approaches to learning, fellowship, and worship.
Mega churches are not limited to a doctrinal stance or
a particular style of worship. The Assemblies of God (a
Pentecostal denomination) has the third largest number of
mega churches (17 percent) in America.
ENGAGE: An essential element of sustained church growth
is pastoral leadership. Share some insights you have gleaned

in your consulting ministry regarding the role of the pastor
in generating church growth.
LOWE: In my consulting work, I have discovered there
are three levels of pastoral leadership. I will give a brief overview of each one.
1. Caretaker Pastor. The typical pastor in America is a
caretaker. He/she manages resources, shepherds the people (preaches, visits, encourages, marries, and buries), cares
for the church facilities, and remodels the parsonage. The
Caretaker-Pastor churches average less than 75 in attendance.
Some of these pastors are bivocational. Around 65 percent of
Church of God pastors are included in this category.
2. Manager Pastor. The pastors on this level average
between 75-150 in church attendance. They are moving
forward and upward on an incremental scale. They are progressive in their thinking, growth focused, organizers, and
problem solvers.
3. Visionary/Leader Pastor. This group represents 10-20
percent of pastors. They are visionary—vision-casters. They
cast a vision and rally the congregation around the vision.
They do not back away from major changes in structure
and style and they stay focused. Transformation tasks are
embraced and they visualize big results.
ENGAGE: In closing this interview, share a few general
insights about church growth.
LOWE: My remarks will be a little fragmented because I
will address several different areas. The Church of God has
developed great preaching, but neglected leadership. There
are pastors in small churches who preach great sermons but
do not lead in casting a vision for outreach.
There must be a greater emphasis on the flow of guests/
visitors. A local church must attract and connect. A vast majority of churches averaging fewer than 100 in attendance attract
less than 50 guests in a year. The possible connection rate of
first-time guests is 30 percent. This means only three out of
10 guests will connect. If you calculate the number of people
moving, leaving, or dying, the net growth decreases instead of
increasing.
In a brief summary statement, I would recommend that
you continue powerful preaching, develop growth-focused
leadership, formulate vision-casting strategy, and continue the
denominational focus on the Great Commission. n
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World Missions and
church Growth

J
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n by douglas leroy

ohn said: “And the spirit and the bride say,
Come. And let him that heareth say, Come. And
let him that is athirst come. And whosoever will,
let him take of the water of life freely” (Revelation
22:17, KJV).
         “And the gospel of the kingdom shall be preached
in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and then
shall the end come” (Matthew 24:14, KJV).
From the beginning, God planned to bless all people.
He wanted all people to be released from every kind of
hardship and oppression, and be forgiven of all sins, and
be reconciled to Him. Revelation 4 and 5 confirms the success of this mission.
You cannot have a right relationship with God, understand the lost condition of man, God’s dealing with a rebellious world, His plan for the ages, and not have a vision of,
and a commitment to, a global harvest.
World Missions comes from the heart of God. The
supreme task of the church is to evangelize the world. We
are obligated to share the good news. James S. Stewart
writes: “The concern for world evangelization is not something tacked on to a man’s personal Christianity, which he
may take or leave as he chooses. It is rooted in the character
of God who has come to us in Jesus Christ.”
Church growth around the world flows out of a right
relationship with God and the sharing with others—as
someone once said: “Evangelism is one beggar telling
another beggar where to find bread.”
The Church of God has experienced extraordinary
growth outside the United States. We presently have 104
churches with over 3,000 baptized adult members. I asked
some of the leading pastors to share principles which have
contributed to their growth.

• Dr. Jacob Nahuway pastors the Gereja Bethel
Mawar Sharon Church in Jakarta, Indonesia, with 10,000
plus members. Five principles have contributed to their
strong growth.
1. Prayer. Every night they conduct a prayer meeting
from 12:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m. They also conduct an earlymorning prayer service from 4:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. Twice
each week they emphasize prayer and fasting. Their
church is undergirded in prayer.
2. Cell Groups. Cell groups are conducted weekly
throughout the city, focusing on Bible study, building relationships, helping people with their needs, as a door for
evangelism and a tool to involve lay people in ministry.
3. Healing and Miracles. People are attracted to
God and a church where miracles occur and where God
answers prayer.
4. Missions. God blesses a church that obeys His call to
missions.
5. Preaching. Good preaching must exalt Jesus, expound
the Scripture, and answer needs of questioning people.
• Louise Regnel serves as senior pastor of Rue de
Centre Church of God in Port-au-Prince. This thriving church
consists of over 9,000 adults, plus youth and children.
Pastor Regnel views their growth through the lens of
evangelism, training, prayer and leadership. The church
operates a school of nursing, and an effective ministry to
widows. Their daily prayer meeting undergirds the church.
• Ana Ruth Diaz leads the Cerro Grande Church in
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, with over 11,000 members. God has
blessed her ministry as she followed these five principles:
1. The pastor must develop a deep passion for the lost
and an intense relationship with God, which results in the
full knowledge of God’s will for the congregation.

2. A leadership team must be chosen and developed
which is committed to the mission and vision of the church.
3. You must develop a deep spirit of prayer and dependence on the guidance of the Holy Spirit.  
4. Develop in the leadership and congregation a high
sense of belonging and teamwork within the church.
5. Promote unity and caring for one another from the
newest to the oldest member of the congregation.
• Dr. W.A. Blair has experienced significant growth
in the Portmore New Testament Church of God in Jamaica.
The church has a growing congregation of 4,000 with lively
worship and solid Biblical preaching. The five main reasons for growth are evangelism, prayer, missions, member
involvement, and leadership.
1. Vibrant evangelism teams visit prisons monthly.
Many have been saved and baptized in water. Tent crusades, personal evangelism, and a daily radio program and
weekly television program have been effective.
2. The hill behind the church is used for prayer (Prayer
Mountain). Special prayer activities which attract hundreds
are conducted on Ash Wednesday and Easter Monday.
3. The church gives to the less fortunate, supports
underpaid and retired ministers, and ministers to senior
citizens.
4. An effective children’s church ministry reaches 250 a
week. A teen church ministers to the youth.
5. The pastor sets the leadership style and motivates
people to follow. He is always available to listen to people.
• P.R. Baby serves as senior pastor of Faith City
Church of God in Cochin, India. This growing church of
2,000 plus is the largest in the state of Kerala. He contributes
their growth to vision, cell groups, leadership development,
and miracles. The staff works at secular jobs for pay and
donates ministry time to God and the church. They are
praying for additional property to expand their facilities.
Church growth is the outflow of a body of believers
who are in a right relationship with God and who are committed to fulfilling His commission. The following principles seem to be the heartthrob of these pastors of growing
churches.
1. Immerse your church in prayer.
2. Saturate your community with the gospel.
3. Live the vision you wish to fulfill.
4. Train all believers to evangelize.
5. Discover what God is doing and join with Him. n
Douglas LeRoy, D.Min. is general director of Church of God
World Missions; Web site: www.cogmn.org; Email: dleroy@
cogwm.org.

The Praying
Church
Movement
by P. Douglas Small

Join “The Praying Church Movement,” a fellowship of Church of God congregations with these
characteristics and goals:
1. A congregation with a praying pastor and prayer
coordinator who together provide leadership to
a prayer ministry team that develops a strategy
and plan to bring prayer to the center of the
lives of its members and all the church does.
2. The encouragement and resourcing of at-home,
to-be-like-Jesus, daily transformational prayer and
the restoration of the family altar.

3. The establishment and nurture of regular churchwide prayer meetings coupled with a pervasive
prayer philosophy that aims to undergird the
ministries of the congregation.
4. The identification and affirmation of intercessors—
training, teaming, directing, and debriefing
them, a prophetic and priestly balance.

5. The creating of a prayer ministry center or a
resource room that connects people of prayer
and both provide prayer helps as well as engage
members in the ministry of prayer, including
prayer groups.
6. Regular teaching and training in the area of prayer,
both content and experience-driven options.  
7. An external missional focus, a definitive prayerevangelism interface with a focal point near
and far.
These minimal goals define the process into
which a congregation, pastor, and prayer ministry
team enter along with their state prayer team. It is
a journey toward becoming a “house of prayer for
nations.”
Contact P. Douglas Small at pds@projectpray.org or
praycog@projectpray.org.
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125th Anniversary and the Local Church

A

n by louis f. morgan

meaningful way for your local church to
observe the 125th anniversary of the Church
of God is to record their story as part of our
shared history. As a pastor, you may wish to
appoint a local “Historical Commission” to gather your
congregation’s history and the powerful stories of what
God has done through your congregation’s ministry.
Selecting commission members will depend on how
you wish to observe the anniversary, whether with a church
service or a more comprehensive effort such as video presentation or printed booklet. In addition to commission
members who are well-acquainted with local history, you
should consider members with skills and abilities in areas
such as writing, editing, organization, communication, conducting interviews, and even technology.
You can encourage all members and friends of your
congregation to participate by submitting their written
testimonies and ideas about what they consider significant
in the life of the congregation. Members (past and present)
and former pastors should be interviewed—preferably
with an audio or video recorder. Photos of early and
prominent members, pastors, and church activities can be
collected for consideration in the project. Those that are
not donated to the church can be scanned (TIFF images
at 600 dpi for preservation and/or JPEGs at 300 dpi for
publication).

  Finally, every local church should submit their finished
work to the Dixon Pentecostal Research Center, so that the
story of every congregation can be preserved as part of the
history and heritage of the Church of God. n
Louis F. Morgan, Ph.D.; assistant professor at Lee University;
Web site: www.leeuniversity.edu.

125th Anniversary Promotion
1. Special Issue of the Evangel. The August issue of the
Evangel will highlight landmarks in Church of God history.
2. Churchwide Evaluation and Projections. Every level of
the church will be provided directions on how to evaluate
the successes of the past 25 years and to project outreach and growth plans for the next 25 years.
This will be a rewarding time to trace God’s
guidance and to anticipate His plans for local
churches, International Offices, World Missions,
and every state/region in the United States.
3. 125th Anniversary Keepsake Cup. It features
the anniversary logo plus historical vignettes. The cups
sell for $5.95 each and will be available August 1, 2011.
To preorder, contact Pathway Press at www.pathway
bookstore.com or 800-553-8506.
—Floyd D. Carey, Chairman of Historical Commission

RESOLUTION: 125th Anniversary of the Church of God
WHEREAS, on August 19, 2011, the
125th anniversary of the birth of the
Church of God will be observed; and,
WHEREAS, from the eight individuals who responded to Richard G.
Spurling’s invitation “. . . to take the
New Testament . . . for your only rule
of faith and practice . . . and to sit
together as the Church of God …”
has increased to 6,748,354 members around the world with 34,848
churches; and,
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WHEREAS, this historical occasion
provides an opportunity for the entire
Church of God family to remember the

past, rejoice in the present, and to renew
our commitment to the future; therefore,
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that we
remember our Pentecostal heritage, the
faithful men and women who sacrificed
and served to shape our biblical values,
and the flow of divine grace and gifts that
formed the Church of God into a worldwide evangelistic force; and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that we
rejoice for the guiding hand of our Lord
on the Church of God, for establishing us
as His blessed people, and for providing
unlimited heavenly resources through
prayer; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that we
renew our commitment to worship God
in spirit and truth, to fulfill the missional
mandate of the Great Commission,
and to reflect a spirit of trust in every
aspect of ministry; and,
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED the we
come together in a spirit of celebration
and commitment on this 125th anniversary, that states and local churches
outline events to remember, rejoice,
and renew and reflect honor and glory
to the Lord and that inspire new avenues to support the mission and vision
of the Church of God.

F

Making the Connection. This section will offer questions
rom the very beginnings of the movement,
the Church of God has been a missional church. for further discussion, exercises for assessment, practical
Empowered by the baptism of the Holy Spirit, suggestions for implementation of the material in the local
with a passion for reaching the lost before the church, or additional resources. This will become the most
return of Christ, Church of God congregations have important part of your presentation. In order for each church
supported the Great Commission with manpower and to fully embrace the significance of the Great Commission,
ongoing study and conversations must
financial support. In recent years, the
produce action. The pastor’s primaChurch of God is once more hearing
Connecting with
ry responsibility will be to motivate
the call to “go into all the world.”
all members to be involved in Great
With this in mind, Dr. RayCommission activities.
mond Culpepper commissioned the
   The temptation for many pastors
writing of a theology of the Great
and church leaders will be to read
Commission that would be a resource
by Daniel Tomberlin
and present only those sections which
for all Church of God ministers and
churches. This resource was to be thorough, encompassing seem to be appropriate for one’s local context. This temptaevery conceivable facet of the Great Commission. That book tion should be resisted. Remember, the Great Commission
has been published. The Great Commission Connection is a compels us beyond our various local contexts, into all the
massive resource with over 40 contributors—all of whom world and among all the peoples of the world. As we seek
are leaders, missionaries, pastors, and educators within to fulfill the Great Commission, we may find ourselves
the Church of God movement. The book promises to be a in the midst of the unknown. The value of The Great
Commission Connection is that it presents the mission of the
wealth of information for all ministry leaders.
However, to benefit from the wealth of information, local church as a global concern. Also, with the increase of
the book will have to be “mined.” A closed book is a waste immigration into the United States from all areas of the
of resources. So, in order to make The Great Commission world, The Great Commission Connection offers valuable
Connection more accessible, an accompanying study guide insight for local churches who seek to reach out to various
has been prepared. The study guide is offered to assist cultures within their local community. This material will
pastors and church leaders in preaching and teaching help the pastor, teacher, missionary, and evangelist be preThe Great Commission Connection to local Church of God pared for the unknowns that will be encountered.
The material of the book will prove suitable for a variety
congregations. The content of each chapter of the book is
condensed and presented on a single page. As you use the of occasions in the local church. Some of the chapters will be
study guide you will notice that the material is presented worthy of a Sunday morning pastoral message that seeks to
in three sections.
encourage or commission the entire congregation for the minThe Mandate. This will serve as the central idea, or istry of the gospel. Other chapters may best be used in leaderobjective, of the material. It may be one sentence or several, ship meetings to train ministry leaders in the local church. Or,
but it will help you establish and maintain the focus of the the pastor may choose to select several of the chapters as a
material for presentation.
curriculum for a mid-week service, or for a small group study.
The Message. This is an outline of the chapter. It will Keep in mind that The Great Commission Connection is a book
serve in your preparation and guide your presentation. that should be used, and used often. The study guide should
The outline will be presented in complete sentences and prove to be an important resource for all local church leaders
will often include helpful Scripture references. The outline as they teach The Great Commission Connection.
will normally follow the structure of the chapter. However,
In working through this book I have found it to be an
at times due to editorial limitations, it may rearrange excellent resource for pastors and local church leaders. The
chapter content. Every effort has been made to make this reader will be informed and challenged. If the principles
material suitable for presentation to the local church. The and truths contained in the pages of The Great Commission
contributing authors have provided a great deal of infor- Connection are embraced by pastors and local church leaders,
mation, statistics, and illustrations that can be used to great the Church of God will once again be “like a mighty army.” n
benefit, but will not be included in the outlines. So, the
reader is encouraged to thoroughly read and study each Daniel Tomberlin is pastor of the Bainbridge Church of God in
chapter and enhance the outline for presentation.
Bainbridge, Ga.

The Great
Commission
Connection
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P
ower…
to Engage the Missional Mandate of Christ
Celebrating Pentecost Sunday—Guidelines for Local Churches
“But you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you;
and you shall be witnesses to Me in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and
Samaria, and to the end of the earth” (Acts 1:18 NKJV).

Pentecost Sunday – June 12
Our Heritage
The baptism of the Holy Spirit is interwoven in our heritage.
The Church of God holds the distinction of being the first known
group in the United States upon whom the Spirit fell in Pentecostal fullness. The power of the Holy Spirit to fulfill the missional
mandate of Christ has been a doctrinal emphasis since the outpouring of the Spirit fell in the early days of our denomination.
God has given to us a distinct and beautiful heritage; one
that causes us to give glory, honor, and praise to Him. It is by the
power of the Holy Spirit that we can live victoriously and expand
the kingdom of God on earth.

Our Opportunity
Pentecost Sunday offers an excellent opportunity to emphasize the full meaning of the power of the Holy Spirit, the doctrine
of the Spirit, and the fruit of the Spirit in the ministry of the church.
This emphasis on understanding the requirements and the
results of receiving the promise and power of the Holy Spirit is
designed to achieve several objectives:
1. To focus attention on the roots and richness of our
Pentecostal heritage.
2. To study about the power of the Holy Spirit in the operation of the church.
3. To stimulate a fresh awareness of the fruit of the Spirit and
the gifts of the Spirit.
4. To create a hunger in believers to be filled with the Holy
Spirit and to walk in the power of the Spirit.
5. To provide an environment for church members to share
about the work of the Holy Spirit in their lives.
6. To guide young people in understanding the baptism of
the Holy Spirit, how to receive the Holy Spirit, and the manifestations of the gifts of the Spirit.
These studies offer an extraordinary opportunity to help
believers understand the full range of the power of the Holy
Spirit in the ministry of the church and in their daily lives.
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The Process

This action guide will give you ideas on outlining a Pentecostal
emphasis in your church. It does not giver detailed instructions

but offers suggestions that can be formulated to suit your local
needs. Whatever approach you choose to take, the central focus
and goal is to lead your people into a deeper experience of the
Holy Spirit baptism, the power it issues to live the abundant life
in Christ, and the operation of spiritual gifts.
Five approaches or events to emphasize the power of
Pentecost will be outlined. The particular items selected will have
to be developed in regard to the size of the congregation, available
leaders, and the spiritual needs of the local church.
• WEDNESDAY EVENING—Question and Answer Session
This will be a question and answer time for the entire congregation. There are several ways to do this:
Utilize the book titled, Understanding the Holy Spirit, by
Raymond F. Culpepper, general overseer. This book gives
answers to all aspects of the power of the Holy Spirit and the
operation of the Spirit in the church and in the lives of believers.
Church members and friends have questions about the
nature and work of the Holy Spirit but are often hesitant about
seeking answers. The material in this book comes from the background of a church leader, our general overseer, who planted and
pastored one church for 23 years. During this time, he ministered
to young converts who had no church background or understanding the work of the Holy Spirit. They had many questions
that he answered from the Bible. Some of the questions/answers
in the book include:
1. Who is the Holy Spirit?
2. How does the Holy Spirit relate to the Holy Trinity?
3. What are the works of the Spirit in the believer’s life?
4. What is meant by the terms Pentecostal, Charismatic, Third
Wave?
5. Was the Day of Pentecost the first appearance of the Holy
Spirit on earth?
6. What is the baptism in the Holy Spirit?
7. Does a person receive the baptism in the Holy Spirit at
conversion.
8. How does a person receive the baptism in the Holy
Spirit?
9. How does the Bible deal with the subject of speaking in
tongues?
10. Did the practice of tongues go out with the apostles only
to be revived in the 21st century by fanatics?
The book, Understanding the Holy Spirit, is listed in the
Resource Section at the end.

Congregation Submits Questions: The Sunday before Pentecost Sunday the congregation is invited to submit questions
about different aspects of the ministry of the Holy Spirit. All the
questions will be addressed by the pastor during the following
Wednesday evening Bible study. The pastor can elaborate on
each of the questions, recommend study materials, and tell how
the power of the Holy Spirit can be the foundation for both personal growth and spiritual growth.
Wednesday Evening Panel Discussion. The panel would
consist of three or four individuals. Each panel member would
present an eight-to-ten minute paper on one of the following
subjects relating to the power of the Holy Spirit.
1.   Power of the Holy Spirit to Share Jesus.
2.   The Power of the Holy Spirit in Molding Family Life.
3.   The Power of the Holy Spirit in Living Victoriously.
4.   The Power of the Holy Spirit in Fulfilling the Great
      Commission.
This can be a unique way to get church members involved in
Bible study about the Holy Spirit.
• Sunday Morning Service and Sermon
Worship Service. The format of the service could include
Scripture readings about the Holy Spirit, songs/hymns, testimonies, responsive reading, and drama. Exercise creativity in
arranging the structure to feature praise, instructions on the Holy
Spirit and the power of the Holy Spirit for developing as a mature
disciple, resisting the advances of Satan, and expanding the influence and outreach of the church.
Sermon. The Pentecost Sunday sermon should highlight the
power of the Holy Spirit in the lives of believers; how He ministers
as the Comforter, the Communicator, an Intercessor, the Revelator,
the Glorifier, and the Equipper. Consider distributing outlines or
featuring the main points on a projection screen or marker board.
The sermon could be divided into two parts, morning and evening. (Sermon material is listed in the Resource Section.)
• FRIDAY EVENING Prayer Time
This can be a planned prayer time, a come-and-go event, or a
time to pray to receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit.
Planned Prayer Time. The order of the service could include
several segments on the power of the Holy Spirit in prayer—
praying for city, community, nation, outreach of local church,
parents, and children and youth. In between prayer segments,
there could be Scripture reading and testimonies.
Come-and-Go Prayer Time. The church is open and members come and go after personal prayer for emphasizing the
power of the Holy Spirit in the ministry of the church.
Prayer Time to Receive the Holy Spirit. This would be a time
for individuals to pray to be filled with the Holy Spirit. The prayer
time should include instructions, and seekers should be paired
with a seasoned church member as a prayer/seeking partner.
The service is loosely structured, personal in approach, with soft
music in the background.

• SATURDAY MORNING Breakfast for Men
This will be a special time for men to focus on power—the
power of the Holy Spirit in their lives as a companion, a father, a
leader in the church, and an influence in the community. Use several men to tell about how the Holy Spirit impacts and empowers
them to be effective in serving the Lord.
• SPECIAL LUNCHEON OR TEA FOR LADIES
The format would follow the same pattern as the men’s
breakfast. Ladies would share about how the Holy Spirit has
given them power to live victoriously as a housewife, mother,
friend, and church member.

The Planning

The planning for the Pentecost events can be simple or very
elaborate. Planning, however, is vital and necessary. There should
be a Planning Team that would outline the entire emphasis.
Individuals could be assigned to direct each of the five outlined
approaches.
Make arrangements for involving the congregations, providing promotion in the church bulletin, and follow-up of assignments and arrangements.

Resources

• Understanding the Holy Spirit by Raymond F. Culpepper can
be ordered from Pathway Bookstore by e-mail (www.pathway
bookstore.org) or by phone (800-553-8506).
• Several sermons can be downloaded from the Web site:
www.sermonsforsheperds.com. n
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Sharing the Adventure of a Lifetime
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n by david ray

hat is the best time of year for kids
besides Christmas? Summer! For children, this means fun times, freedom
from school, and open minds to learn
about God. It is a perfect time for local
churches to reach out to their surrounding community
through Vacation Bible School. Not only can children be
provided an exciting summer adventure, but also they can
be discipled in a fun, safe, and learning environment.
This time of the year provides a rare opportunity for the
church to have influence not just in an early Sunday morning service, but also in a weeklong setting. VBS is a cornerstone in missionary efforts to reach unchurched children.
Parents who send their children to VBS may not take the
time to send them regularly on Sunday, plus it gives mothers a much-needed break from bored, restless children.
Think back to your favorite VBS you attended as a
child. You made a few friends and learned about Jesus.
Were the games your favorites? Did the uplifting songs
make your spirit soar? Do you remember the fun crafts
that you couldn’t wait to take home and show your parents, or the yummy summertime snacks? But most important of all, do you remember when you walked down the
aisle and asked Jesus to come into your heart, and you felt
better than you ever felt in your life? Now is the time to
provide this same opportunity to the children of your community in a relevant environment.
Jesus loves little children; Matthew 18:1-5 tells us just
how important children are. Jesus says if we humble ourselves like children, we are considered the greatest in the
Kingdom. Children are our future. They need to know
they have adults who love them, who are willing to listen
and share the glorious gifts of Jesus Christ, and know
about the eternity we will all spend together. As a Sunday
school teacher and VBS leader, you may be that one person they will always remember, who loved them enough

to show them how a Christian parent should behave, and
who changed their lives more in that one week than other
adults in their lives ever have.
Vacation Bible Schools typically meet for one week
during the summer. However, VBS should be flexible to meet the resources available to your church,
such as morning only, evening only, or all-day versions.  
Many benefits come from having a VBS, both for the
children attending and the local church hosting the VBS:
Children learn about religion through fun, age-appropriate
activities.
• Life lessons help every child learn how to be a good
person and a friend to others.
• It is perfect for younger children to get a feel for camp
without having to go away overnight.
• Kids meet new friends who share their beliefs.
• You do not have to be a church member to attend VBS.
• It provides short-term volunteer opportunities.
• It serves as a community outreach.
• It introduces families to local churches.
• It evangelizes in a safe atmosphere.
Though your church may be small, a variety of options
are available to fit every size congregation. Pathway Press
offers several curricula, including those from Standard
Publishing, Group, Gospel Light, and Gospel Publishing
House. VBS catalogs are available, and orders can be
placed by calling 1-800-553-8506 or going online at www.
pathwaybookstore.com.
Children are our future, and they need to know that
the church loves them and is willing to listen and share the
good news of Jesus Christ. Take the opportunity to mentor
and disciple the children of today by hosting a Vacation
Bible School in your local church this summer. n
David Ray is administrative assistant at Pathway Press and
Resource Center (www.pathwaypress.org).
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resource reviews
CRACKING YOUR CHURCH’S CULTURE CODE
by samuel r. Chand
leadership network Publication, www.leadnet.org.
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HIS REVIEW CONTAINS direct quotes from the
book. This pattern is embraced to provide an overview of the subject matter and to motivate you to
purchase a copy of Cracking your Church’s Culture Code.
This material is crucial for building and maintaining a
thriving, growing church.
Chapter one lays a foundation for looking at church
culture. Culture—not vision or strategy—is the most powerful factor in any organization or church. It determines the
receptivity of staff and volunteers to new ideas, unleashes
or dampens creativity, builds or erodes enthusiasm, and creates a sense of pride or deep discouragement about working or being involved.
Ultimately, the culture of a church shapes individual morale, teamwork, effectiveness, and outcome.
Prominent church leadership consultant, Sam
Chand, describes the five easily identifiable categories of church culture (Inspiring, Acceptance,
Stagnant, Discouraging, Toxic) and includes
diagnostic methods that church leaders can use to identify
the particular strengths and needs of their churches’ culture. To help in this process there is also a separate online
assessment tool (www.freeculturesurvey.com).
Once a church’s culture is clearly identified, leaders
can put in place a strategy for applying the seven keys of
CULTURE (Control, Understanding, Leadership, Trust,
Unafraid, Responsive, and Execution) that will make their
churches’ culture one that stimulates people to be and do
their very best and ultimately reach their highest goals.
Look closely at the five categories of church culture: (1)
Inspiring—leaders cultivate an atmosphere of trust and
respect; (2) Accepting—there are clear goals and strong
relationships; (3) Stagnant—the leaders and people have
low expectations and low motivation; (4) Discouraging—
congregation lives with the ghosts of countless unresolved
problems and unhealed wounds; and (5) Toxic—leaders
create a “closed system.” People are expected to do as they
are told—nothing less and nothing more.

The most powerful features of an organization or a local
church’s culture are trust and respect. With them, almost
any problem can be resolved. But without trust and respect,
even the smallest molehill turns into a Mount Everest.
The most common hazards are: unrealistic demands,
blaming others, feeling threatened by others’ success,
power struggles, dishonesty, creating an atmosphere of
fear, using people instead of valuing them, unclear vision,
strategy, goals and values, and a lack of authenticity.
Often we are simply too close to the people and systems in our own environment to be objective. The way
people and leaders relate to each other and the way things
get done are entrenched patterns that have been in place
for years. Changing patterns, culture, is the hardest thing
to achieve. It requires wisdom, courage, and tenacity. It
begins with an understanding of the current conditions.
It is necessary to look in the mirror to see the nature of
the culture of your church and denomination.
1. Control. People function most effectively if they are
given control (or authority) with responsibility. Everyone
must be involved in the planning and there must be a free
flow of information and ready access to resources. Turf
battles are about personal pride and perceived power.
2. Understanding. Every person must have a clear
grasp of the vision, gifts needed, and the procedure that will
be observed. Communication is everybody’s responsibility.
3. Leadership. To develop people to become leaders,
we must focus on heart and character. Strong, creative,
passionate leaders are essential for truly healthy cultures.
4. Trust. Mutual trust among leaders and members
is the glue that makes everything good possible. When
people trust each other, they make a strong connection
between the vision, their own roles, the input of others, strategic planning, and the steps of implementation.
Integrity and consistency provide a firm foundation for
relationships to thrive. Trust grows in an environment that
is HOT—honest, Open, and Transparent.
5. Unafraid. Healthy church teams foster the perspective that failure isn’t a tragedy and conflict isn’t the end of
the world. They believe God is worthy of noble efforts, and
they trust that God smiles on them as they attempt great
things for Him.

6. Responsive. Healthy cultures, pastors and church
leaders, are alert to open doors and ones that are closing.
They keep their minds and hearts focused on God’s purposes and are responsive. Being responsive requires both a
sensitive spirit and a workable system to make sure things
don’t fall through the cracks.
7. Execution. Executing decisions is a function of clarity, roles, and responsibilities and systems of accountability. Clear delegation is essential to execution. The person
responsible needs to understand his/her authority and
how to relate to everyone involved. Developing a culture
of accountability takes the mystery and the sting out of giving reports.
Culture reflects our most sacred values of integrity,
trust, and hearts, as well as how we implement our values
in every relationship and program. Changing a culture
requires clear thinking, concerted effort, enormous courage, and tenacious consistency.
Every denomination and every local church has a culture.
As outlined, it can limit creativity, visionary planning, and
effective outreach. Every pastor and every denominational
official should read Cracking your Church’s Culture Code.

YEARBOOK OF AMERICAN
& CANADIAN CHURCHES
edited by eileen W. lindner
national Council of Churches, www.ncccusa.org.

g

ROWING CHURCHES continue to grow and
declining churches continue to decline, according to the National Council of Churches’ 2011
yearbook of American & Canadian Churches.
“The direction of membership (growth or decline)
remains very stable,” writes the Yearbook’s editor, the
Rev. Dr. Eileen Lindner, in the newest edition released this
week. “That is, churches which have been increasing in
membership in recent years continue to grow and likewise,
those churches which have been declining in recent years
continue to decline.” However, Lindner points out, “the
rates of both growth and decline have generally slowed in
comparison to recent years.”

Copies of the 2011 Yearbook may be ordered for $55
each at www.yearbookofchurches.org.
The 79th annual edition of the Yearbook reports a
continuing decline in membership of virtually all mainline
denominations. And the Southern Baptist Convention, the
nation’s second largest denomination and long a reliable
generator of church growth, reported a decline in membership for the third year in a row, down .42 percent to
16,160,088 members.
The Catholic Church, the nation’s largest
at 68.5 million members, reported a membership growth of .57 percent.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints grew 1.42 percent to 6,058,907 members
and the Assemblies of God grew .52 percent to
2,914,669 members.
Other churches that continued to post membership gains in 2010 are Jehovah’s Witnesses, up 4.37 percent to 1,162,686 members, and Church of God (Cleveland,
Tenn.), up .38 percent to 1,076,254 members.
Four of the nation’s 25 largest churches are Pentecostal in
belief and practice, Lindner reported. “Strong figures from
the Assemblies of God and the Church of God (Cleveland,
Tenn.) suggest an increase in the number of adherents to
Pentecostal groups, though it is impossible to state unequivocally from this table since the other two charismatic churches
in the ranking have not reported in some years.”
The four largest Pentecostal churches are the Church
of God in Christ, Assemblies of God, the Pentecostal
Assemblies of the World, Inc. and the Church of God
(Cleveland, Tenn.)
Mainline churches reporting declines in membership are United Church of Christ, down 2.83 percent
to 1,080,199 members; the Presbyterian Church (USA),
down 2.61 percent to 2,770,730 members; the Episcopal
Church, down 2.48 percent to 2,006,343 members; the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, down 1.96 percent to 4,542,868 members; the American Baptist Churches
USA, down 1.55 percent to 1,310,505; the Lutheran Church
(Missouri Synod), down 1.08 percent to 2,312,111 members; and the United Methodist Church, down 1.01 percent
to 7,774,931 members.
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n by dave ramsEy

o you remember the story of the Tower
of Babel? Most remember that as a negative
story where people were misbehaving and
God came down and scattered them, but
there is an interesting and positive verse in that story.
Genesis 11:6 says, “If as one people speaking the same
language they have begun to do this, then nothing they
plan to do will be impossible for them.” That is a statement about unity. The impact you can have when you are
people of one mind is amazing.
Few organizations—churches included—experience
true unity. There are five
main enemies of unity:
poor communication, gossip, unresolved disagreements, lack of shared
purpose, and sanctioned
incompetence.
• Poor communication. Poor communication can take many forms.
When the left hand doesn’t
know what the right hand
is doing, conflict sets in. If
somebody doesn’t know
what someone is doing
and why they are doing
it, they are misinterpreted
and seen as competition.
This creates intercompany strife. You get the
Youth Department mad
at the Children’s minister because they are both trying to
pursue the same resources. They start competing instead
of understanding that those things should be connected.
• Gossip. Gossip is degrading and will destroy an
organization. By definition, gossip is when a negative is
discussed with anyone who can’t solve the problem. A
leader should develop and maintain a culture in which
negatives are handed up and positives are handed down.
At our organization, I will fire you for gossiping. You

are told this during the hiring process. I will warn you once
and fire you the second time. It’s a big deal! We can do
anything if we are of one mind, but gossip will destroy this.
Hand negatives up and positives down. Don’t go complain
to your coworker about your boss. This is a sanctioned and
tolerated evil spirit in Christianity today. I have no sympathy for this spirit at all.
It’s interesting to me that people would never consider committing adultery, but they gossip all the time. In
Galatians 5:19-22, they are in the same list. “The acts of the
sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and
debauchery; idolatry and
witchcraft; hatred, discord,
jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions,
factions and envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the
like I warn you, as I did
before, that those who live
like this will not inherit the
kingdom of God” (NIV).
“Dissension” is another
word for gossip.
There are people
who would never consider
coming to work drunk,
but they’re gossiping right
after they step in the door.
Galatians 5:15 says, “But
if ye bite and devour one
another, be careful that you
don’t consume one another” (WEB). How many of us have been in organizations
where this is the philosophy of life? This does not create
unity—this destroys unity.
No gossip is a cultural icon at our organization. If you
formed a habit at your last organization of gossiping, it can
be hard to break that habit. Our team values unity so much
that once you are with our company, you will begin to selfreprimand. If you sit down and start gossiping, someone
else will stop you.

• Unresolved disagreements. This happens when a
leader doesn’t know a disagreement exists or avoids confrontation. If you know there is a disagreement and you don’t deal
with it, it just brews and forms into full-blown warfare. People
are allowed to not like each other, but they are not allowed to
question the integrity of the person. That needs to be solved,
or there will be some kind of an issue. A little confrontation
cleanses the wound and allows the parties to go forward in
a spirit of unity. When you are aware there are hurt feelings
and/or disagreements, act quickly and decisively.
• Lack of shared purpose. This is caused by the leader
not stating the goals, vision and mission statement early
and often. Andy Stanley says you have to tell people 10
times what the vision is before they hear it once. You have
to tell the story and the vision so much, people start to
make fun of you. It’s a repetition process.
• Sanctioned incompetence. If there are two people
who do the same thing and one of them doesn’t work or
is just incompetent while the other is always on time and
working hard, the incompetence of the one will demoralize
the hard worker. When you sanction the action of the one

by not dealing with it, you demoralize the rest of the team.
If you don’t sanction it, everyone on the team will get fired
up and take that person with them.
A leader must go to battle early and often with any of
these five enemies of unity. And when your organization
has made it that clear unity is a strong value, the team will
also act to keep these enemies away from the gate.
I need to know everyone in our organization is on the
same team. I don’t think that’s too much to ask, and I take
it personally when people aren’t united together.
Building unity within an organization can definitely be
difficult. But if your team sticks together, they will survive
and achieve results that will blow you away. The spiritual,
emotional, and practical power of unity is amazing when
put into motion.  n
Dave Ramsey is a nationally syndicated radio talk show host
and best-selling author; Web site: www.DaveRamsey.com. This
article was originally published in the October 2010 issue of Neue
magazine. For more information and to subscribe, visit www.
neuemagazine.com.
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